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Abstract
Relaxation dynamics being observed in ultracold atom experiments, the foundation of sta-
tistical mechanics in isolated quantum systems has recently attracted renewed interest. The
recent viewpoint of “typicality” that a vast majority of quantum states look macroscopically
identical has enabled us to understand that equilibrium states, or macroscopically unchang-
ing states, can appear even in the course of unitary time evolution. This thesis archives two
original studies concerning statistical-mechanical properties of these equilibrium states.
First, we address the issue of how accurately the microcanonical ensemble can approx-
imate those equilibrium states in small isolated quantum systems. We numerically analyze
quantum quenches in a one-dimensional nonintegrable hard-core Bose-Hubbard model at the
1/3 filling with the nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor hopping and the interparticle inter-
action, where the number of sites L ranges from 15 to 24. We find that the accuracy of the
microcanonical ensemble vanishes proportionally to D 1, where D denotes the dimension
of the Hilbert space. This implies that the microcanonical ensemble is quite accurate in a
system already with several particles. In fact, in our model with only 8 bosons on L = 24
sites, the relative error is already as small as 0.01%, which will improve approximately by one
order of magnitude every time we increase the number of bosons by one because D grows
exponentially as L increases.
Second, we discuss the thermodynamic entropy of those equilibrium states. We point
out that, in an isolated quantum system, the von Neumann entropy is inconsistent with the
second law of thermodynamics since it never changes upon any unitary external operation
whether or not it is quasi-static. Then, we propose the diagonal entropy, which is nothing
but the Shannon entropy in the energy eigenbasis, as the right candidate for the microscopic
definition of the thermodynamic entropy by showing that it is consistent with the second law
of thermodynamics. Namely, assuming that a given unitary external operation is performed
at time  , which is randomly chosen, the diagonal entropy increases or stays constant upon
the operation not only on average over  but also for almost all  .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Statistical mechanics and its presuppositions
Statistical Mechanics is a theory in physics to calculate the “properties” of macroscopic objects
at thermal equilibrium1 [1, 2] from the knowledge of the constituent atoms and molecules.
Here we mean by the “properties” (i) the thermodynamic functions such as the entropy and
the free-energy [3] and (ii) the correlation functions of the constituent particles such as the
spin-spin correlations in lattice systems and the momentum distribution of molecules in a gas.
Once we know what the constituent particles are and how they interact with each other, (i)
and (ii) can be calculated in principle through a procedure that statistical mechanics gives. Sta-
tistical mechanics has been successfully applied to a wide range of systems such as gases [4],
magnets [5], and even stars [6].
Statistical mechanics is constructed from the following two presuppositions on thermal
equilibrium states in isolated systems [7]. One presupposition is that we can calculate physical
quantities of an isolated system at thermal equilibrium by using the microcanonical ensemble,
which is a statistical model in which every microstate at a given energy appears with equal
probability. The other is that the thermodynamic entropy S of a thermal equilibrium state
of an isolated system is given by Boltzmann’s formula, S = kB lnW , where kB and W are
Boltzmann’s constant and the number of microstates that has the given energy. Once we
admit these presuppositions, all the properties (i) and (ii) described above can be derived with
the help of thermodynamics. As for the property (i) defined above, the entropy S is given
directly by Boltzmann’s formula [2] and Helmholtz’ free-energy F is derived as F = E TS
1 In this thesis, statistical mechanics does not imply nonequilibrium statistical mechanics but equilibrium
statistical mechanics.
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from thermodynamics, where E and T are the internal energy and the temperature of the
system. As for the property (ii) defined above, we can calculate any correlation functions by
invoking the microcanonical ensemble.
Those two presuppositions also allow us to calculate the properties (i) and (ii) of thermal
equilibrium states of a system in contact with a heat bath [2]. In fact, by applying the mi-
crocanonical ensemble to the total isolated system of the system and the bath, we obtain the
canonical ensemble that describes the system of interest. The grand canonical ensemble is
also obtained in a similar way.
However, those two presuppositions have not yet been derived from the first principle
even though the great success of statistical mechanics is undebatable. It is well known that
Boltzmann himself, the inventor of statistical mechanics, could not finally justify those two
presuppositions. Some researchers followed Boltzmann to solve this problem from the view-
point of ergodicity [8]. The ergodicity [9] is a property of a class of classical-mechanical
systems that an initial state travels every microstates with equal probability in the course
of time evolution, whereby the long-time average of a physical quantity is guaranteed to be
equal to its microcanonical ensemble average. It has been shown that there are systems show-
ing ergodicity such as Sinai’s billiard [10]. Nevertheless, it has recently been pointed out that
the ergodicity cannot be the foundation of statistical mechanics even though it stimulated
fruitful mathematical research [11, 7, 12]. This is because the ergodicity requires an exponen-
tially long time average, which is typically longer than the age of the universe, while what
we observe in reality is physical quantities at each instant of time.
1.2 Typicality of thermal microstates
Recently, another picture of thermal equilibrium states, instead of the ergodicity, has attracted
attention and the foundation of statistical mechanics has been reexamined from this point of
view. Namely, almost all microstates, or typical microstates, themselves macroscopically look
like thermal equilibrium states on a given energy surface [13, 14, 15, 16]This idea of typicality
of thermal equilibrium states can be envisaged in classical N particles, or a gas, confined in a
container. Eachmicrostate corresponds to a set of coordinates andmomenta of theN particles.
Let us consider, for example, the number of particles in the half of the container. Then, if N
is much larger than unity, it is given approximately by N=2 for almost all of the microstates,
which is the expectation value in the thermal equilibrium state. The typicality is the idea
that almost every microstate itself looks thermal in all likelihood with no averaging process
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required.
As we review in Chapter 2 in detail, the typicality of thermal equilibrium states has re-
cently been shown in isolated quantum systems [14, 13, 15]. Although similar ideas had al-
ready been obtained much earlier [17, 18], they seemed not to be widely accepted at that
time. In addition, the typicality appears more prominently in quantum systems than in clas-
sical ones. Thus we focus on quantum systems throughout this thesis.
With the viewpoint of the typicality, we can avoid the unrealistically long time that the er-
godicity approach requires to justify the usage of the microcanonical ensemble [19, 20, 21, 22,
23]. This is because, according to this picture of “typicality”, thermal equilibration is regarded
as an escape from an atypical region in which a state out of equilibrium initially resides,and
the process can occur in a time much shorter than the time needed for the state to travel all
over the microstates. This scenario is formulated more precisely in Chapter 3.
According to this picture, the microcanonical ensemble average is just a mathematical
trick to extract the information about the thermal equilibrium state that is shared by almost
all the microstates. We note that other assignments of probability on the microstates would
thus also work just as the microcanonical ensemble does, while the equal probability in the
microcanonical ensemble plays an crucial role in the ergodicity [16].
1.3 Experiments with ultracold atomic gases
Yet another important reason why the foundation of statistical mechanics has recently at-
tracted considerable attention is that isolated quantum systems have been realized experi-
mentally by using ultracold atomic gases [24, 25, 26, 27]. The temperature of these gases
reaches no higher than 100nK by magnetically and optically trapping thermal atoms in a high
vacuum and cooling them down by laser and evaporative cooling techniques [28]. At this
extremely low temperature, Bose gases such as 87Rb and 23Na exhibit Bose-Einstein conden-
sation [29, 30]. Namely, degenerate ultracold atomic gases are macroscopic objects showing
the quantum nature. Furthermore, by using optical techniques, ultracold atomic gases can be
confined into lower dimensional systems including the zero-dimensional ones, or lattice sys-
tems [31, 32, 33]. Due to the flexibility in manipulation and the quantum nature of the system,
ultracold atoms are regarded as promising candidates for quantum simulators [34, 35]
Thermalization under unitary time evolution has been observed with 87Rb atoms in a one-
dimensional lattice system by Trotzky and co-workers [36]. They have created an ultracold
87Rb atoms in a one-dimensional lattice and succeeded in preparing such an initial state out
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of equilibrium that every second site of the lattice, or every “even” site, is occupied by one
87Rb by using a bichromatic optical superlattice. They have observed the time evolution of the
number density of the “odd” sites and shown that it shows thermal equilibration. They have
also shown that the time evolution is well described by the unitary time evolution according
to a Hamiltonian. Thus their study is also significant to have directly demonstrated that an
ultracold atomic system actually evolves according to the unitary evolution.
Experiments in ultracold atoms not only confirm thermal equilibration in isolated quan-
tum systems but also explore non-thermal stationary states in those systems, which elucidate
the necessary condition for the applicability of the standard statistical mechanics. Kinoshita
and co-workers have investigated a “quantum Newton’s cradle”, which is a 1D 87Rb gas along
which an anharmonic potential is imposed [37]. They have prepared an initial state out of
equilibrium by creating a superposition of left and right moving atomic clouds. They have
found that the momentum distribution does not become thermal, or the Bose-Einstein dis-
tribution, but relaxes to a non-thermal distribution since the 1D Bose gas is approximately
described by the Lieb-Linger model, which is integrable. It has been indicated that the Hamil-
tonian should be nonintegrable for thermalization to occur. Gring and co-workers have ob-
served prethermalization by coherently splitting a 1D Bose gas, which is approximately de-
scribed by an integrable model, namely, the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid [38]. Prethermaliza-
tion is a relaxation to a non-thermal quasi-stationary state before reaching the thermal equi-
librium state [39]. In this experimental setup, it has also been shown that prethermalization
occurs so as to exhibit a light-cone structure in space [40].
We note that isolated quantum systems with a small and definite number of fermions have
been realized [41], whereas the experiments reviewed above involve more than a hundred
particles in the systems. Thus it is now feasible to investigate how thermalization behavior
changes and statistical mechanics works better as the system size increases starting from a
few-body system.
As highlighted above, the foundation of statistical mechanics is now also addressable not
only theoretically but also experimentally. Now that thermalization has been shown to occur
in reality, it is an urgent task to give theoretical explanations on the phenomenon from quan-
tum mechanics. On the other hand, the above experiments in nearly integrable systems show
that relaxation in isolated quantum systems has a richer structure depending on the feature
of the microscopic models. To understand non-thermal stationary states has also attracted
much attention.
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1.4 Organization of this thesis
In this thesis, we discuss the two presuppositions, introduced in Sec. 1.1, of statistical me-
chanics in isolated quantum systems from a viewpoint of the typicality of thermal equilibrium
states. In Chapter 2, we review the typicality of thermal pure states by giving a mathematical
proof following Ref. [15]. We see that even a single pure state can represent a thermal equilib-
rium state as long as only few-body observables are concerned. In Chapter 3, we review how
equilibration, or appearance of stationary states, is formulated under a unitary time evolution
along with the idea of the typicality. We also introduce the eigenstate thermalization hypoth-
esis (ETH), which dictates that every energy eigenstate in a small energy window looks the
same in the thermodynamic limit. The ETH is widely accepted as the underlying mechanism
for the stationary state that is reached during the unitary time evolution to be well described
by the microcanonical ensemble. Chapters 4 and 5 respectively concern the two presuppo-
sitions described in Sec. 1.1 based on the author’s original results. In Chapter 4, we address
the issue of how accurately the microcanonical ensemble works in small isolated quantum sys-
tems rather thanwhy it does in the thermodynamic limit that previous studies have addressed.
We show that the accuracy of the microcanonical ensemble improves proportionally to 1=D
where D represents the dimension of the Hilbert space, which grows exponentially with the
number of particles of the system. In Chapter 5, we discuss the microscopic definition of the
thermodynamic entropy of stationary states including pure states rather than the thermo-
dynamic entropy of the microcanonical ensemble. We show that the diagonal entropy [42],
which is the Shannon entropy in the energy eigenbasis, increases upon any unitary external
operation consistent with the second law of thermodynamics. Chapter 6 is devoted to the
summary of the discussions in this thesis and makes some remarks on the future prospect.
The relations between the chapters are shown in Fig. 1.1
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Chapter 5Chapter 4
Chapter 3
Chapter 2
Figure 1.1: The relations between the chapters.
Chapter 2
Typicality of Thermal Pure States
Themicrocanonical ensemble is constituted of a set of pure states that are averaged to calculate
the expectation values of observables of interest at thermal equilibrium. Recently, it has been
shown that averaging is not necessary and almost all pure states in the ensemble are thermal
states by themselves. This remarkable property is called the “typicality” of thermal pure states,
which was discovered by several different groups independently [14, 13, 15]. In this chapter,
we review the typicality due to Sugita [15].
2.1 A parable in classical mechanics
The typicality of thermal states can be envisaged in classical mechanics. Let us consider a gas
consisting of N particles in a container, which is symmetric in the left and right when cut
into halves. In classical mechanics, every microstate of the gas is represented by the set of the
positions and the momenta that corresponds to a point in the phase space.
The microcanonical ensemble is the statistical ensemble in which each microstate having
a given energy appears with equal probability. According to statistical mechanics, the ex-
pectation value of an observable at thermal equilibrium is calculated by averaging over the
ensemble. For example, the observable of the number of particles in the left half of the con-
tainer would approximately give N=2 due to the symmetry under the interchange of the two
halves of the container. Here we assume that the Hamiltonian is also symmetric.
However, the average is not essential to obtain N=2 if N is quite large. Based on the
law of large numbers, it is natural to expect that most microstates themselves approximately
give N=2 for the observable. The fraction of the microstates that deviate from the average
decreases asN 1=2 and vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. This is the basic idea behind the
17
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typicality of thermal states: even a single microstate in the microcanonical ensemble gives
essentially the same physical quantities as does their average.
In our example of classical mechanics, the typicality can be seen because the observable is
extensive or proportional to N . If we take non-extensive observables such as the number of
particles in an area with a finite volume independent of the system size, the typicality does not
apply because the fluctuation of the observable from one microstate to another stays constant
as N increases.
The typicality emerges more dramatically in quantum mechanics as we show in the next
section. The typicality is seen for all few-body observables including local ones. Furthermore,
unlike the above example, the fraction of atypical states decays exponentially in the system
size.
2.2 Typicality in lattice quantum systems
2.2.1 Model
We consider a lattice quantum system of N sites. The Hilbert space of the total system H is
given by the direct products of the Hilbert space of every siteHi, where i = 1; 2; : : : ; N labels
the sites. We assume that allHi are identical and denote their dimensions by dS : dimHi = dS
(i = 1; 2; : : : ; N). Then the dimension of H is given by dimH  D = dNS . For the spin-1/2
lattice systems, we have dS = 2 and D = 2N .
To consider physical observables, we introduce the basis set of Hermitian operators acting
onH. First we denote by fa^i gd
2
S 1
=0 a basis set of Hermitian operators acting onHi that is the
set of the generators of the unitary group of degree dS . In particular, a^0i is chosen to be the
identity operator and the orthonormality condition is given by
trHi
h
a^i a^

i
i
= dS: (2.1)
For dS = 2, the basis set reads a^0i = 122 and a^i = ^ ( = 1; 2; 3), where ^’s are the Pauli
matrices. Second these basis sets lead to the basis set of the Hermitian operators acting onH
through the (direct) products:
A^(fig) =
NY
i=1
a^ii : (2.2)
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The orthonormality condition for the basis is given by
tr
h
A^(fig)A^(fig)
i
= dNS
NY
i=1
ii : (2.3)
We note that our normalization of the basis is convenient for discussing the system size de-
pendence. In fact, when we consider, for dS = 2, the z-component of the spin at i = 1, it is
represented by the operator z1 for N = 1 and by z1 
 1
    for N  2, both of which are
the members of our basis set. If our normalization were Eq. (2.1) without dS on the right-hand
side, the member of the basis set corresponding to the z-component of the spin at i = 1would
be 2 Nz1 
 1
    .
Now we define few-body observables that are the key to understanding thermal pure
states. From the operators of the form of Eq. (2.2), we take the ones in which i takes nonzero
values forM values of i and zero otherwise. An observable is defined to beM -body if it can be
represented by a linear combination of such operators. Thus the 0-body observable should be
proportional to the identity operator. In spin systems, for example, the magnetization
P
i S
z
i
is one-body and the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
P
hi;ji Si  Sj is two-body, where
P
hi;ji denotes
the sum over adjacent sites on the lattice. All observables that we usually consider in thermo-
dynamic systems are few-body observables. We note that the set of theM -body observables
form a vector space and its dimension is
 
N
M

(d2S 1)M , which is much smaller compared with
the total number of the basis of the Hermitian operators acting on H which is given by dNS .
This is because the former grows as NM , whereas the latter grows exponentially in N .
TheHamiltonian H^ is an arbitrary Hermitian operator acting onH, whichmay or may not
be integrable. We denote by fEngDn=1 the eigenbasis set of H^ with eigenenergies fEngDn=1:
H^ jEni = En jEni (n = 1; 2; : : : ; D). As discussed below, the typicality is a mathematical
consequence that holds quite generally. Whether the thermal state thus derived is actually
reached in time evolution, however, is another problem which is to be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.2.2 Typical states in a microcanonical shell
The typicality is defined on the microcanonical shell S , which is the set of energy eigenstates
whose eigenenergies lie in a given energy window [E   mic; E + mic]:
S = f n j E   mic  En  E + micg: (2.4)
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We denote by d the number of energy eigenstates in the microcanonical shell. We also define
the shell Hilbert space as
Hmic =
(
j i =
X
n2S
cn jEni
 cn 2 C; 8n 2 S; X
n2S
jcnj2 = 1
)
: (2.5)
This is equivalent to S2d 1 by definition.
We define the uniform Haar measure onHmic as,
P (fcng)
Y
n2S
dRecndImcn / 
 X
n2S
jcnj2   1
!
dRecndImcn: (2.6)
This is invariant under any unitary transformation U : c ! Uc. This property leads to the
following two formulae, with which we show the typicality.
Lemma 1. We have
cmcn =
1
d
mn; (2.7)
ckcl cmcn =
1
d(d+ 1)
(klmn + kmln); (2.8)
where    denotes the average according to the uniform Haar measure (2.6).
Proof. As for Eq. (2.7), we introduce Amn  cmcn. From the invariance of the uniform Haar
measure under an arbitrary unitary transformation, we have A = UAU y for any unitary
matrix U . This implies that A is proportional to the identity matrix: Amn = (const.)mn. The
constant turns out to be equal to d 1 from the normalization condition 1 =
P
n2S jcnj2 =
(const.)d.
As for Eq. (2.8), we have ckcl cmcn = C1klmn + C2kmln from the invariance of the
uniform Haar measure under any unitary transformation. Yet another symmetry under the
interchanges of k $ m and l $ n leads to C1 = C2  C . The constant C is determined
by summing both sides of ckcl cmcn = C(klmn + kmln) over k; l;m; and n under the
constraints of k = l andm = n, which reads 1 = d(d+ 1)C .
The key to deriving the typicality is that the standard deviations of the expectation values
of few-body observables quickly decay as d increases. Let us take an arbitrary observable O^
and consider the expectation value h jO^j i for j i 2 Hmic. First, we evaluate the average of
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h jO^j i over all j i 2 Hmic taken according to the uniform Haar measure:
h jO^j i =
X
(m;n)2SS
cmcn hEmjO^jEni ;=
1
d
X
n2S
hEnjO^jEni = tr
h
^mic(E)O^
i
: (2.9)
where ^mic(E) denotes the microcanonical ensemble. This implies that the microcanonical
ensemble can be regarded as the average over all pure states inHmic whereas it is considered
as the one over the energy eigenstates. As for the variance, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1. The variance of the expectation value of O^ is bounded from above as
[h jO^j i   h jO^j i]2  kO^k
2
op
d+ 1
; (2.10)
where kO^kop denotes the operator norm of O^ that equals the maximum absolute value of the
eigenvalues of O^.
Proof. The left-hand side of Eq. (2.10) can be estimated, with Omn  hEmjO^jEni, as
[h jO^j i   h jO^j i]2 =
X
(k;l;m;n)2S4
k 6=l;m 6=n
ckclcmcnOklO

mn (2.11)
=
1
d(d+ 1)
X
(k;l;m;n)2S4
k 6=l;m 6=n
(klmn + kmln)OklO

mn (2.12)
=
1
d(d+ 1)
X
(m;n)2S2
m6=n
jOmnj2 (2.13)
 1
d(d+ 1)
X
(m;n)2S2
jOmnj2 (2.14)
 1
d(d+ 1)
X
m2S
X
n
jOmnj2 (2.15)
=
1
d(d+ 1)
X
m2S
hEmjO^2jEmi (2.16)
 kO^k
2
op
d+ 1
: (2.17)
Here we invoked Eq. (2.8) , the completeness relation 1 =
P
n jEni hEnj, and hjO^ji 
kO^kop (8 ji 2 H) to obtain Eq. (2.12), Eq. (2.16), and Eq. (2.17), respectively.
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If O^ is a few-body observable, Theorem 1 implies that the variance of the expectation
value is exponentially small in N . First we consider, for a positive integerM independent of
N , an M -body observable O^ which has the form of Eq. (2.2). Then we have kO^kop  dM=2S
because the number of nonzero components in fig isM , each a^i is normalized as ka^ikhs p
tr[(a^i)
2] = d
1=2
S , and ka^ikop  ka^ikhs, where ka^ikhs is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Since
d increases exponentially inN , the upper bound in Eq. (2.10) decays exponentially for our O^.
Second we consider an arbitraryM -body observable which is expressed as a linear combina-
tion of the M -body observables of the form of Eq. (2.2). We assume that the coefficients in
the linear combination are independent of N similarly to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. Then,
using the triangular inequalities, we have kO^kop  (const.)
 
N
M

(d2S   1)MdM=2S  NM for
N  1. Thus the upper bound in Eq. (2.10) decays exponentially for any M -body observ-
able when we increase N with M fixed. We note that the assumption that the coefficients
of the linear combination are independent of N is not essential and they can be algebraically
dependent of N .
The result that the variance of the expectation value is vanishingly small implies that
almost all pure states look the same as the microcanonical ensemble. In fact, Chebyshev’s
inequality leads to
Prob
h jO^j i   tr[^mic(E)O^]    kO^k2op
2(d+ 1)
(2.18)
for any (> 0). We take, for example,  = d 1=3 then it follows that the fraction of the
pure states that deviate from the microcanonical ensemble by an exponentially small distance
decreases exponentially as the system size increases. Thus we conclude that almost all pure
states taken from Hmic according to the uniform Haar measure look like a microcanonical
ensemble in the sense that they give the same expectation values for any few-body observables
as does the microcanonical ensemble.
2.2.3 Canonical typicality
As a corollary of the results in the previous section, we show the canonical typicality, which
dictates that most pure states in Hmic look like the canonical ensemble when we look only
at a subsystem in the entire lattice. This follows from the fact that all the observables in the
subsystem are few-body observables.
We consider the entire lattice system consisting of a system S of interest and the rest B.
Meanwhile, we have H = HS 
HB with HS = 
i2SHi and HB = 
i2BHi. We denote by
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NS the number of the lattice points in S and then dimHS = dNSS  DS . All the information
about a density matrix ^ regarding the system S are involved in the reduced density matrix
^S = trB^ because all observables regarding the system of interest have the form of O^ 
 1B ,
and trS[^SO^] = tr[(O^
1B)] holds for any O^ acting onHS , where 1B is the identity operator
acting onHB .
The reduced density matrices for j i 2 Hmic and j i h j are almost the same for most
j i 2 Hmic. To show this result, we consider the distance between ^ S = trB[j i h j] and
^ = trB[j i h j] defined as
k^ S   ^k2hs = trS[(^ S   ^)2]: (2.19)
We expand the matrix ^ S   ^ in terms of the basis set
fA^S(fig) =
Y
i2S
a^ii j 0  i  d2S   1(8i 2 S)g (2.20)
that satisfies the orthonormality condition trS[A^S(figA^S(fig] = DS
Q
i2S ii and thereby
obtain
k^ S   ^k2hs = D 1S
X
A^S

trS[^ SA^S]  trS[^A^S]
2
(2.21)
= D 1S
X
A^S

h jA^S 
 1Bj i   h jA^S 
 1Bj i
2
(2.22)
 D 1S
X
A^S
kA^Skop
d+ 1
(2.23)
 D 1S D2S
DS
d+ 1
(2.24)
=
D2S
d+ 1
: (2.25)
Here we have used Theorem 1 and kA^Skop  kA^Skhs = D1=2S to obtain Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24),
respectively. If the system S is small andNS=N  1 for a sufficiently largeN , then the upper
bound (2.25) decays exponentially as N increases, which implies that the reduced density
matrices of most j i 2 Hmic look the same as ^.
In a thermodynamically normal lattice system, ^ is the canonical ensemble since it is the
reduced density matrix of the microcanonical ensemble and the standard textbook argument
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applies [2]. The outline of the argument is as follows. Let us calculate the probability for the
system of interest having an energy  in the microcanonical ensemble with energy E. Since
every microstate appears equally likely, the probability is proportional to the number of the
microstates of the rest B of the system that have the energy E   . The number is given
by eSB(E ) / e  where SB denotes the entropy of B and   dSB=dE is the inverse
temperature.
In conclusion, almost all pure states taken from the shell Hilbert space (2.5) according to
the uniform Haar measure (2.6) look like the canonical ensemble when we look at a small
subsystem. Here the inverse temperature is determined by the total energy set in the micro-
canonical shell.
2.3 Remarks
Quite recently, it has been demonstrated that quantum entanglement plays an important role
in the canonical typicality [14]. If the quantum state of the total system is a direct product
j i = jSi
jBi, the reduced density matrix on the system S is jSi hSj that is pure and far
from the canonical ensemble. Thus the canonical typicality implies that most pure states in
the shell Hilbert space (2.5) are entangled. Moreover, since the canonical ensemble maximizes
the von Neumann entropy when energy is constrained, those states are actually maximally
entangled [43].
The typicality is also useful in numerical calculations. One can obtain physical quantities
at thermal equilibrium by considering only a single pure state instead of taking the statistical
ensemble averages. It is a nontrivial task but feasible to realize the uniform Haar measure
on the shell Hilbert space with a specified energy without diagonalizing the Hamiltonian [44,
45]. According to a similar idea, the typicality-based algorithms are developed for calculating
unitary time evolution [46] and the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [47, ?] (see
Section 3.3.1 as for the ETH).
However, regarding the foundation of statistical mechanics, the typicality itself is not
fully satisfactory because the uniform Haar measure is not achievable in time evolution. Ac-
cording to the unitary time evolution, j i = Pn2S cn jEni in Eq. (2.5) evolves as j (t)i =P
n2S cne
 iEnt jEni and the weight on each energy eigenstate jcnj2 is invariant for all n 2 S.
Thus the set of the physically allowed states has zero measure in Hmic and the typical state
seen in time evolution, or the stationary state, is not necessarily equal to that inHmic. In fact,
we encounter both thermal and non-thermal stationary states depending on the characteris-
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tics of the system, which is the subject reviewed in the next chapter. In Chapter 5, we show
that one can define an entropy for equilibrium pure states consistently with the second law
of thermodynamics from the very fact that the physically allowed states in time evolution are
restricted to a small subspace inHmic.

Chapter 3
Approach to Equilibrium under Unitary
Time Evolution
In the previous chapter, we have learned that most pure states look thermal when taken ac-
cording to the uniformHaar measure on the microcanonical shell. In this chapter, we consider
a more physical measure, the time evolution, instead of the Haar measure. We show that the
system reaches an effective stationary state if numerous energy eigenstates are involved and
the energy spectrum is complex enough. Thenwe review recent studies on how the stationary
state looks like depending on the characteristics of the system such as the integrability and
the localization.
3.1 Unitary time evolution and quasi-periodicity
A system cannot converge to a stationary state under unitary time evolution. Let us consider
an isolated quantum system associated with aD-dimensional Hilbert spaceH. For simplicity,
we assume that D is finite. Time evolution of an initial pure state j 0i according to a Hamil-
tonian H^ is given by j (t)i = U^(t) j 0i, where U^(t)  e iH^t and the Planck constant divided
by 2 is set to unity throughout this chapter. We denote by fjEnigDn=1 the eigenstates of H^
with eigenenergies fEngDn=1, which are assumed to be discrete: H^ jEni = En jEni. In the
energy eigenbasis, the time evolution is represented by
j (t)i =
DX
n=1
cne
 iEnt jEni ; (3.1)
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where cn  hEnj 0i (n = 1; 2; : : : ; D). It directly follows from Eq. (3.1) that j (t)i never
converges to a stationary state in the limit of t ! 1 and each phase factor e iEnt keeps
oscillating with the corresponding eigenenergy.
In particular, the time evolution (3.1) becomes periodic including the overall phase1 under
a certain condition that we derive as follows. We assume that not all eigenenergies fEngDn=1
are equal to zero because, otherwise, no time evolution occurs. Then, we have at least one
nonzero eigenenergy and let it be E1 without loss of generality. The necessary and sufficient
condition for Eq. (3.1) to be periodic including the overall phase is that there exists t such
that Ent=(2) 2 Q for n = 2; 3; : : : ; D. It can easily be confirmed that this condition is
equivalent to that En=E1 2 Q for n = 2; 3; : : : ; D. This condition is satisfied, for example,
for the spectrum of harmonic oscillators.
Periodicity disappears but quasi-periodicity remains if the above condition is not satis-
fied, which occurs in generic interacting systems. Here we mean by quasi-periodicity that
there are infinitely many recurrences during the time evolution. Mathematically speaking,
the quasi-periodicity is defined by the fact that, for an arbitrary  (> 0), there exists an infi-
nite sequence ti (i = 1; 2; : : : ) such that k j (ti)i  j 0i k  . This fact is called the quantum
recurrence theorem [48] and proven as follows. We begin by focusing on t1 instead of the
infinite sequence. We note that it is sufficient to prove that for an arbitrary (> 0) there exist
t1 and integers kn (n = 1; 2; : : : ; D) such that
jEnt1   2knj  : (3.2)
This is because, if Eq. (3.2) holds, by putting  = (=D)1=2, we have k j (t1)i   j 0i k2 =
2
PD
n=1[1   cos(Ent1)]  2
PD
n=1 =(2D) = . Now, for an arbitrary (> 0), there exist
integers pn(6= 0) and qn such that jEn=E0   qn=pnj  =(8) for n = 2; 3; : : : ; D, which
follows from Dirichlet’s approximation theorem [49]. It follows that t1 = (E1) 12
QD
n=2 pn
satisfies Eq. (3.2) with k1 =
QD
n=2 pn and kn = qn
QD
m( 6=n) pm. Thus we have shown that there
exists t1 such that k j (t1)i  j 0i k   and now it is obvious that there are t2; t3; : : : as well
that are given, for example, by ti = nit1 (i = 2; 3; : : : ) where n2 < n3 < : : : are an arbitrary
sequence of ascending positive integers.
Quasi-periodicity of unitary time evolution does not preclude equilibration, that is, a phe-
nomenon in which the system stays in a state at almost all times. This is because the re-
currence time is extremely large and can be super-exponential of the degree of freedom in
1 If we allow the difference only in the overall phase, we can do the parallel argument by replacing the ratios
of eigenenergies En=E0 in the following discussion with those of energy differences (En   E0)=(E1   E0).
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interacting many-body systems [50]. Let us provide a heuristic estimation of the recurrence
time rec as follows. For a given ( 1), we look for rec such that k j ()i   j 0i k =
2
PD
n=1[1  cos(Enrec)]  . Then it is necessary that Enrec is equal to 0 modulo 2 within
the accuracy of 1=2 for each n. Since we can expect that fEntgDn=1 spread randomly over
[0; 2)D as t increases if the spectrum fEngDn=1 is complicated, the recurrence time rec is
estimated to be proportional to [1=2=(2)]D. In many-body systems, the dimension D is ex-
ponentially large in the degree of freedom and thus rec is doubly exponential.
In the next section, we discuss equilibration that occurs under unitary time evolution and
the effective stationary states that are seen between the recurrences.
3.2 Equilibration
Equilibration under unitary time evolution, or the existence of an effective stationary state be-
tween recurrences, has been recognized since the late 20th century [20, 51, 21] and confirmed
to occur in real [37, 36, 38] and numerical [22] experiments. It is worthwhile to note that von
Neumann was already aware of this in 1929 [19, 52, 53, 54] before it incurred harsh criticisms
that would turn out to be invalid, and had been forgotten until quite recently. In this section,
we review the theory of equilibration along these works. We note that equilibration does not
refer to whether the effective stationary state is thermal, which is a separate issue discussed
in the next section.
The crucial idea is that equilibration appears when we look at expectation values of few-
body observables even though the quantum state itself is always changing according to Eq. (3.1).
Equation (3.1) implies that the quantum state would keep changing all the time if we were able
to probe all the observables including fullN -body correlations. However, if we are interested
only in few-body observables, different pure states can look the same in the sense that they
give the same expectation values for those observables. As shown in the following, equilibra-
tion occurs in the sense that expectation values of few-body observables take the same value
within small fluctuations most of the time.
Before going into details, we make a remark on the relation between equilibration and
canonical typicality introduced in Chapter 2. While these notions share the idea that distinct
pure states can look the same if only few-body observables are considered, the set of pure
states considered are different. Whereas canonical typicality allows any linear combinationPD
n=1 cn jEni (D is the number of energy eigenstates in the microcanonical shell), unitary
time evolution (3.1) constrains each weight jcnj2 to be constant. It will turn out that the
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latter respecting the physically allowed states leads to richer stationary states including non-
thermal states while the former always gives thermal states.
Following Short [55], let us derive equilibration in the most general manner. We allow the
Hamiltonian to be degenerate and represented as
H^ =
X
a
aP^a =
DX
n=1
En jEni hEnj ; (3.3)
where faga are the set of the distinct eigenenergies and P^a =
P
n s.t.En=a jEni hEnj is the
projection operator onto the eigenspace of H^ with eigenenergy a. We suppose that the initial
state is represented by a density matrix ^0, which is either pure or mixed. The density matrix
at time t is given by
^(t) = U^(t)^0U^(t)y =
X
a;b
e i(a b)tP^a^0P^b; (3.4)
and the expectation value of a few-body observable O^ is given by
O(t)  tr
h
^(t)O^
i
=
X
a;b
e i(a b)ttr
h
P^a^
0P^bO^
i
: (3.5)
The central idea of equilibration is that time fluctuations of O(t) around the long-time
average
O  lim
T!1
Z T
0
dt
T
O(t) =
X
a
tr
h
P^a^
0P^aO^
i
= tr
h
^DEO^
i
 hO^iDE (3.6)
are very small, where
^DE 
X
a
P^a^
0P^a (3.7)
is called the diagonal ensemble because, if H^ is non-degenerate, it is diagonal in the energy
eigenbasis. To obtain Eq. (3.6), we have used the facts that limT!1
R T
0
dt
T
e i(a b)t is equal to
unity if a = b and zero otherwise. To obtain an upper bound on the fluctuation, we make an
assumption that H^ has non-degenerate energy gaps [51, 21, 55].
Assumption 1 (non-degenerate energy gaps). If a  b = c  d 6= 0, then a = c and b = d.
Indeed this assumption does not hold for noninteracting many-body systems, but is expected
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to hold in generic interacting ones. The upper bound is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The fluctuation of O(t) is bounded from above as
[O  O]2  lim
T!1
Z T
0
dt
T
[O(t) O]2  kO^k
2
op
De
; (3.8)
where kO^kop denotes the operator norm of O^ and the effective dimension De is defined as
De  1P
a tr
h
P^a^0
i2 : (3.9)
Proof. First, we prove Theorem 2 when the initial state is pure and there is a state vector
j 0i satisfying ^0 = j 0i h 0j, which evolves as j (t)i =
P
aw
1=2
a e iat jai with wa 
h 0jP^aj 0i ( 0) and jai  P^a j 0i =w1=2a . We note the normalization conditions
P
awa = 1
and hajai = 1 8a. Then the fluctuation of O(t) is estimated, with ~Oab  hajO^jbi, as
[O  O]2 =
X
a;b
a6=b
X
c;d
c 6=d
w1=2a w
1=2
b w
1=2
c w
1=2
d
~Oab ~O

cd lim
T!1
Z T
0
e i[(a b) (c d)]t (3.10)
=
X
a;b
a6=b
wawbj ~Oabj2 (3.11)

X
a;b
wawbj ~Oabj2 (3.12)
= tr
h
^DEO^^DEO^
y
i
(3.13)

r
tr
h
O^yO^^2DE
i
tr
h
O^O^y^2DE
i
(3.14)
 kO^k2optr

^2DE

: (3.15)
Here we have invoked Assumption 1 to obtain inequality (3.11), Schwarz’ inequality to in-
equality (3.14), and tr[P^ Q^]  kP^koptr[Q^] for positive operators P^ and Q^ to Eq. (3.15). We
note that, since ^DE =
P
awa jai haj, tr [^2DE] =
P
aw
2
a =
P
a tr
h
P^a^
0
i2
= D 1e and thus
Theorem 2 is proven for a pure initial state.
Second, we generalize the proof to a mixed state by invoking purification, which dictates
that there exists a pure state j	i 2 H 
 H such that ^0 = trB[j	i h	j], where trB denotes
the trace over the secondH. We consider the time evolution of j	i according to H^ 0  H^ 
 1
and the expectation value of O^0  O^ 
 1. We note that, since H^ satisfies Assumption 1, H^ 0
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does as well. Thus we can apply Theorem 2 for an initial pure state, which we have proven
above, to obtain [O0  O0]2  kO^0k2opD0e 1, where D0e 1 
P
a tr
h
(P^a 
 1) j	i h	j
i2
=P
a tr
h
P^a^
0
i2
= De . We note that purification ensures [O0  O0]2 = [O  O]2 and kO^0kop =
kO^kop. Thus Theorem 2 holds also true for a mixed initial state.
We note that the effective dimensionDe represents the effective number of energy eigen-
states involved in ^0. Suppose that H^ is not degenerate and ^0 is weighted equally over N
energy eigenstates, then we have De = N . If H^ is degenerate, De represents how many
eigenspaces with distinct eigenenergies are involved in ^0. We also note that D 1e is called
the inverse participation ratio [21].
Theorem 2 implies equilibration for initial states with De exponentially large in the de-
gree of freedom (DoF) of the system because kO^kop grows as a polynomial in the DoF for
few-body observables (see Section 2.2.1) and thus the upper bound given in Theorem 2 is
negligibly small. For these initial states, the expectation value O(t) is equal to its long-time
average (3.6) at almost all times. In fact, Chebyshev’s inequality leads to
Prob

jO(t) Oj > kO^kop

 1
2De
(3.16)
for any (> 0), where Prob is defined for the uniform measure over t 2 [0;1)2. Here we
emphasize again that there remains an infinitesimal fraction of times at which O(t) deviates
significantly from its long-time average due to quasi-periodicity of unitary time evolution.
However, Eq. (3.16) guarantees that O(t) stays almost constant at the other times.
Equilibration is reached by dephasing when the initial state ^0 is prepared to be out of
equilibrium. According to Eq. (3.5), the expectation valueO(t) consists of a number of contri-
butions oscillating at different frequencies. Preparing the initial state to be out of equilibrium
implies that the phases of the contributions are made constructive. Then the phases become
randomized in the course of time evolution, the oscillating terms cancel each other, and only
non-oscillating, or diagonal, contributions remain nonvanishing most of the time.
Equilibration occurs over a wide range of systems including integrable systems as long
as Assumption 1 holds and the initial state has a large effective dimension. However, the
diagonal ensemble average (3.6), or the diagonal ensemble (3.7) that has all the information
2 Strictly speaking, this probability distribution is not normalizable and one should take a finite range [0; T ]
instead of [0;1) to define the uniform measure, in which case a similar upper bound on the fluctuation is
obtained. by using
R T0 dtT e i(a b)t  2(a b)T for a 6= b and Chebyshev’s inequality is applicable for a
sufficiently large T .
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about the equilibrium state, depends on the characteristics of the system. In the next section,
we discuss when and how the diagonal ensemble may be identified with the microcanonical
ensemble.
3.3 Statistical-mechanical description of equilibriumstates
In the previous section, we have shown, based on quantum mechanics, that an equilibrium
state is represented by the diagonal ensemble (3.7) that depends on the details of the initial
state ^0. On the other hand, statistical mechanics characterises the equilibrium states with
much fewer parameters. In fact, when thermalization occurs, the equilibrium state is described
by the microcanonical ensemble that only refers to the total energy of the system. In this
section, we review previous studies to justify the microcanonical ensemble in nonintegrable
systems. Then we see that the microcanonical ensemble cannot describe systems that are
integrable or exhibit localization and review approaches to characterize equilibrium states in
these systems with the generalized Gibbs ensemble.
3.3.1 Eigenstate thermalization hypothesis
Equilibrium states are empirically known to be well-described by the microcanonical ensem-
ble in nonintegrable systems where only the energy is conserved. The microcanonical ensem-
ble is defined with two parameters, the central energy E and the energy width mic, as
^mic(E)  W (E; mic) 1
Z E+mic
E mic
dE 0(E 0   H^) (3.17)
= W (E; mic)
 1 X
n
jEn Ejmic
jEni hEnj ; (3.18)
where W (E; mic) denotes the number of energy eigenstates in the energy window [E  
mic; E + mic] and serves as the normalization factor. It is known that the ensemble is insen-
sitive, in the thermodynamic limit, to the choice of mic due to an exponential growth of the
density of states. In finite-size systems, mic is chosen small enough compared with the range
of the energy spectrum but large enough to ensure thatW (E; mic) 1.
The eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) is regarded by many researchers as an
underlying mechanism for the equivalence between the diagonal and microcanonical ensem-
bles, which was first proposed by Deutsch [56] and Srednicki [57] based on the arguments
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with the random matrix theory and the semiclassical theory, respectively. This hypothesis
conjectures that the eigenstate expectation value (EEV) hEnjO^jEni of a few-body observable
O^ becomes constant over a small energy window in the thermodynamic limit. If the ETH
holds true, the microcanonical ensemble is justified because tr[^DEO^] = tr[^mic(E)O^] and
thus the equilibrium state is indistinguishable from the microcanonical one as long as we
look only at few-body observables. We note that similar scenarios have also been proposed
which are known as the quantum ergodic theorem [19], the normal typicality [53], and the
thermodynamic normality [54].
Purely quantum-mechanical tests of the ETH have been recently conducted using numer-
ical full diagonalization of Hamiltonians [58, 22]. Rigol and co-workers have investigated a
two-dimensional hard-core Bose-Hubbard model, which is nonintegrable [22]. For the few-
body observables n^(kx), or the number of hard-core bosons with momentum kx along the
x-axis, they have calculated the expectation values of them for every energy eigenstate. They
have shown that the expectation values are similar to each other within a small energy win-
dow, which is consistent with the ETH. [22] Similar tests have been done in various noninte-
grable systems [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 47, 64] and all of them seem to be consistent with the ETH
except for the systems that exhibit localization [65] or that have entanglement in the energy
eigenbasis [66].
Nevertheless, the ETH is still a hypothesis that has not yet been proven in any system. This
is because the numerical costs grow exponentially for the full diagonalization and systems
with D no more than 106 have been tested. For example, Rigol, Dunjko, and Olshanii [22]
could test a system of 5 hard-core bosons on 21 sites that has D =
 
21
5

= 20; 349. The
frontier is still being pushed forward by invoking the shift-and-invert method [62] and the
typicality technique [47, 64].
3.3.2 Generalized Gibbs ensemble
Themicrocanonical ensemble cannot describe equilibrium states in integrable systems in gen-
eral even though it works for some initial conditions [67, 68, 69, 70, 64]. There are more con-
served quantities in addition to the energy that constrain the time evolution. As a result, the
microcanonical ensemble that uses only the total energy of the system as input parameter is
no longer valid and more parameters are needed to describe the equilibrium states that are
reached under the constraints.
The generalized Gibbs ensemble (GGE) has been proposed as a statistical ensemble to de-
scribe the equilibrium states in integrable systems [71, 72]. Let us denote the conserved quan-
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tities by I^m (m = 1; 2; : : : ). Then, the GGE is defined as
^GGE =
e 
P
m mI^m
Z
(3.19)
with Z = tr[e 
P
m mI^m ]. Here the parameters m (m = 1; 2; : : : ), which may be interpreted
as generalized temperatures, are fixed by the conditions
tr
h
^GGEI^m
i
= tr
h
^0I^m
i
(m = 1; 2; : : : ): (3.20)
The GGE is characterized as the ensemble ^ that maximizes the von Neumann entropy S(^) =
 tr[^ ln ^] under the constraints tr[^I^m] = tr[^0I^m] (m = 1; 2; : : : ) and thus the parameters
m (m = 1; 2; : : : ) can also be interpreted as the Lagrange multipliers.
In the systems that can be mapped to noninteracting particles, the conserved quantities
are taken as the populations in each mode. Then the GGE has been shown to describe the
equilibrium states [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. On the other hand, the situation is more compli-
cated in Bethe-ansatz-solvable models. The conserved quantities are systematically obtained
from generating functions and the GGE works in the XXX or XXZ models [80, 81]. However,
some exceptions are known [82, 83] and it is also known that, for interaction quenches in the
Lieb-Liniger model, the GGE is divergent and ill-defined [84]. Thus there remain some open
questions regarding the statistical ensemble describing the equilibrium states in integrable
systems.
3.3.3 Between integrable and nonintegrable systems
We discuss the effect of an integrability breaking term added on an integrable system. When
the magnitude g of the integrability breaking term is perturbative, prethermalization oc-
curs [85, 86, 87, 38]. Prethermalization is a phenomenon where the system stays in a non-
thermal state before reaching the thermal state [39]. Namely, there appears a two-step re-
laxation: the system looks evolving as the integrable system at short times t  g 1 and
approaches equilibrium described by the GGE; then it approaches another equilibrium state
at long times t g 1. As g increases, the prethermalized state vanishes and only an ordinary
equilibration is seen.
The ETH also depends on g and numerical studies have revealed that there is a crossover
where, as g increases, the ETH holds better and better and, meanwhile, the quantum chaos
appears [60]. It is an open question whether, in the thermodynamic limit, there is a transition
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point across which the ETH becomes to hold. This open question is related to a quantum
version of the KAM theorem [88].
Chapter 4
Accuracy of Microcanonical Ensemble
In the previous chapter, we have reviewed how, in the thermodynamic limit, the microcanon-
ical ensemble describes equilibrium states that are reached under unitary time evolution if the
eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) holds true. In this chapter, we address the issue of
how accurately the microcanonical ensemble works in small isolated quantum systems rather
than why it does in the thermodynamic limit. First we argue that the ETH guarantees the ac-
curacy to improve as D 1=2 in small systems where D is the dimension of the Hilbert space.
Second we conduct a numerical quench experiment and show that the accuracy improves as
D 1, which is much quicker than the ETH prediction. Finally, we derive theD 1 scaling from
a statistical model that has no correlation between many-body energy eigenstates.
4.1 The ETH bound of accuracy scaling as D 1=2
In this section, we show that the ETH guarantees that the accuracy of the microcanonical
ensemble (ME) improves at least proportionally to D 1=2 in nonintegrable systems. First we
carefully argue the “thermodynamically normal” class of initial states whose energy fluctua-
tion is sub-extensive and the ME describes the equilibrium states in the thermodynamic limit.
Then we show that, in small systems, the accuracy of the ME improves asD 1=2 for this class
of initial states from the results of the finite-size-scaling analyses of the ETH.
4.1.1 Thermodynamically normal states
Let us begin by formulating the setup. We consider the same lattice quantum system as in-
troduced in Sec. 2.2.1. We take an initial state described by a density matrix ^0 which is either
pure or mixed. The initial state evolves according to a time-independent Hamiltonian H^ . For
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simplicity, we assume that the energy spectrum of H^ is not degenerate and that the energy
eigenstates are denoted by fjEnigDn=1: H^ jEni = En jEni (n = 1; 2; : : : ; D). To guarantee
equilibration to occur, we assume that the spectrum fEngDn=1 has non-degenerate energy gaps
(see Assumption 1 in Sec. 3.2) and that the effective dimension is exponentially large in N :
De  1PD
n=1(
0
nn)
2
= e+O(N); (4.1)
where 0nn  hEnj^0jEni. As shown in Chapter 3, equilibration occurs under these two as-
sumptions.
However, not all the initial states that satisfy Eq. (4.1) are “thermodynamically normal” in
the sense that the total energy of the system is not necessarily macroscopically definite. For
instance, we can imagine an initial state in which 0nn has two peaks around two eigenener-
gies that are macroscopically distinct. Indeed this state satisfies Eq. (4.1) if two peaks spread
over an exponentially large number of energy eigenstates, but it is not thermodynamically
normal because we encounter distinct energies every time we measure the energy of the sys-
tem. Because of the same reason, even if 0nn has a single peak, it is not thermodynamically
normal when the energy uncertainty E  (tr[^0H^2]   tr[^0H^]2)1=2 is measurable in the
thermodynamic limit.
Thus we define the initial state ^0 to be thermodynamically normal if1
DX
n=1
0nn (En   E)k = o(Nk) (k = 2; 3; : : : ); (4.2)
where E  PDn=1 0nnEn is the energy of the system and the right-hand side means that
the quantity is on the order less than Nk. For k = 2, this condition implies that the energy
uncertainty E is sub-extensive. The condition for k > 2 implies that the higher moments
of the energy distribution are convergent and the distribution does not have long tails.
For a thermodynamically normal initial state, the equilibrium state is well-described by
the microcanonical ensemble if the ETH holds. First, we formulate the ETH as follows. The
eigenstate expectation value (EEV) of a few-body observable O^ is decomposed as
On  hEnjO^jEni = fO(En=N) + On; (4.3)
1 The right-hand side of Eq. (4.2) can be replaced by O(Nk) as long as the proportionality constant is too
small to be measurable.
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where fO(x) is a smooth function of x. This decomposition is possible for any function fO(x)
by choosing On as to satisfy Eq. (4.3). The ETH dictates that there exists fO(x) such that On
vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. Second, we consider the expectation value of O^ at the
equilibrium state, i.e., the diagonal ensemble average of O^: hO^iDE =
P
n 
0
nnOn (see Eq. (3.6)).
From Eq. (4.3) and the Taylor expansion of fO(En=N) at En=N = E=N , we have
hO^iDE = fO(E=N) +
1X
k=1
PD
n=1 
0
nn(En   E)k
Nk
f
(k)
O (E=N)
k!
+
DX
n=1
0nnOn; (4.4)
where f (k)(x) denotes the k-th order derivative of fO(x) and the k = 1 contribution in
P1
k=1
actually vanishes given that
PD
n=1 
0
nnEn = E. The second term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (4.4) vanishes in the thermodynamic limit if ^0 is thermodynamically normal as defined in
Eq. (4.2). The third term also vanishes in the same limit if the ETH holds true. Thus we obtain
hO^iDE ! fO(E=N) as N !1 (4.5)
Finally, we consider the microcanonical ensemble average of O^:
hO^iME  1
W (EC ; mic)
X
n
jEn EC jmic
On; (4.6)
whereEC and mic are two parameters in themicrocanonical ensemble representing the center
and the half width of the energy window [EC mic; EC+mic], andW (EC ; mic) denotes the
number of energy eigenstates in the window. We take a sufficiently narrow energy window
around E such that
1
W (EC ; mic)
X
n
jEn EC jmic
(En   E)k = o(Nk) (k = 1; 2; : : : ): (4.7)
With Eq. (4.3) and the Taylor expansion of fO(En=N) at En=N = E=N , we have
hO^iME = fO(E=N) +
1X
k=1
W (EC ; mic)
 1P
n2window(En   E)k
Nk
f
(k)
O (E=N)
k!
+ hOiME;
(4.8)
where hOiME  W (EC ; mic) 1
P
n2window On. Thus, from the ETH On ! 0 and Eq. (4.7),
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we obtain
hO^iME ! fO(E=N) as N !1: (4.9)
In conclusion, if the ETH holds true, the microcanonical ensemble describes, in the thermody-
namic limit, the equilibrium state that is reached starting from a thermodynamically normal
initial state.
4.1.2 Accuracy of ME in small systems
Even if the ETH holds true, in small systems, the microcanonical ensemble cannot perfectly
describe the equilibrium state but can do it if some error is allowed. For thermodynamically
normal states, the ETH gives upper bounds on the accuracy jhO^iDE hO^iMEj that are obtained
in the following.
In finite-size systems, the two parameters EC and mic of the microcanonical ensemble
should be optimized to minimise jhO^iDE hO^iMEj, although they are rather arbitrarily chosen
as long as we consider the thermodynamic limit. Namely, they are fixed by the following two
conditions2:
1
W (EC ; mic)
X
n
jEn EC jmic
En = E; (4.10)
1
W (EC ; mic)
X
n
jEn EC jmic
E2n =
X
n
0nnE
2
n: (4.11)
These conditions ensure that the contributions from k = 1 and 2 on the right-hand side of
Eqs. (4.4) and (4.8) cancel each other in hO^iDE   hO^iME. Now we ignore the higher order
derivatives since they are much smaller for thermodynamically normal states. We also ignore
hOiME since it is the local average of On and much smaller than each On. Thus we obtain
hO^iDE   hO^iME =
DX
n=1
0nnOn: (4.12)
From Eq. (4.12), the ETH gives two upper bounds on the accuracy. The first one is given
2 Rigorously speaking, Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) can only be satisfied approximately because of the discreteness
of the energy spectrum.
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by hO^iDE   hO^iME  O; (4.13)
whereO denotes the maximum deviation of On from zero. The equality in Eq. (4.13) holds
when 0nn is nonzero only for n such that jOnj = O. Since jOnj is maximised at a single
n, the equality in Eq. (4.13) does not hold if De  1. In that case, the accuracy is roughly
bounded as hO^iDE   hO^iME . O; (4.14)
where O is the standard deviation of On. We note that O and O should be calculated
over a small energy window around E rather than the whole spectrum because the energy
distribution 0nn is localized if the state is thermodynamically normal.
The ETH in the strong and weak senses respectively mean thatO ! 0 and O ! 0 in the
thermodynamic limit. The former implies that On ! 0 for every energy eigenstates jEni,
whereas the latter does that for almost everyone. The latter allows an infinitesimal fraction
of energy eigenstates that deviate the EEV from its local average.
Finite-size scaling analyses in nonintegrable spin systems have recently revealed [62, 47, ?]
that
O / D 1=2 ! 0 (4.15)
in approaching the thermodynamic limit withD the dimension of the Hilbert space. As shown
in the next section, the maximum deviationO also vanishes, in nonintegrable systems, pro-
portionally to D 1=2. Thus, from Eq. (4.13) and (4.14), the ETH implies that the accuracy of
the microcanonical ensemble improves at least proportionally to D 1=2.
Before discussing the actual accuracy, wemake a remark on the ETH in integrable systems.
In those systems, the ETH breaks down in the strong sense due to the existence of the rare
states that cause the EEV to deviate significantly from the local average. However, the ETH
can hold in the weak sense and O ! 0, in which case the decay of O is only logarithmically
in D [70, 89].
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Table 4.1: The number N of HCBs, the number L of the lattice sites, and the dimen-
sionD of the sector (i.e., the dimension of the Hilbert space) with P = 2=L in our
numerical experiment.
N 5 6 7 8
L 15 18 21 24
D 200 1026 5537 30624
4.2 The D 1 scaling of accuracy
In this section, we investigate the accuracy of themicrocanonical ensemble in quantumquenches
in a non-integrable Bose-Hubbard model. We show that the accuracy actually improves pro-
portionally toD 1, which is much faster than the scaling of the upper bound of the accuracy
given by the ETH.
4.2.1 Model
We consider a one-dimensional hard-core Bose-Hubbard model with the nearest- and next-
nearest-neighbor hopping and interaction. The Hamiltonian is given by
H^(u) =
LX
i=1
h
 (b^yi+1b^i + b^yi b^i+1) + un^in^i+1
i
+
LX
i=1
h
 (b^yi+2b^i + b^yi b^i+2) + n^in^i+2
i
; (4.16)
where b^i (b^yi ) is the annihilation (creation) operator of a hard-core boson (HCB) on site i with
[b^i; b^j] = [b^
y
i ; b^
y
j] = [b^i; b^
y
j] = 0 for i 6= j, b^2 = (b^y)2 = 0 and fb^i; b^yig = 1, and n^i  b^yi b^i. We
also impose periodic boundary conditions: bL+1 = b1 and bL+2 = b2 in Eq. (4.16).
The nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor hopping and next-nearest-neigbhor interaction
energies are, for simplicity, set to unity in Eq. (4.16). Except for u! 1, this model is non-
integrable and its energy level spacings obey the Wigner-Dyson statistics (see Appendix A).
In the limits of u! 1, the model is equivalent to the classical Ising model.
Our model (4.16) has two conserved charges, the number N of HCBs and the momen-
tum P . In the following, we consider a sub-Hilbert space corresponding to N = L=3 and
P = 2=LWe note that this sector cannot be decomposed further by other symmetries. The
dimensionsD of this sector are listed in Table 4.1 and the energy eigenstates in the sector are
denoted by fjE(u)n igDn=1, where the corresponding eigenenergies fE(u)n gDn=1 are arranged in
ascending order.
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4.2.2 Protocol of numerical experiment
We consider a quantum quench where the parameter u in Eq. (4.16) is suddenly changed from
u = 0 to uf . The initial state is taken to be an energy eigenstate jE(0)n0 i of H^(0). The quan-
tum quench implies that there is no change in the quantum state since the parameter u is
changed instantly. The quantum state immediately after the quench is not an eigenstate of
the final Hamiltonian but their superposition: jE(0)n0 i =
P
n cn jE(uf)n i with cn  hE(uf)n jE(0)n0 i.
As shown in Chapter 3, if the final Hamiltonian has non-degenerate energy gaps (see As-
sumption 1) and the effective dimension De  1=
P
n jcnj4 is much larger than unity, an
equilibrium state appears in the course of time evolution, where the expectation value of a
few-body observable O^ is given by the diagonal ensemble
hO^iDE =
X
n
jcnj2On (4.17)
with On  hE(uf)n jO^jE(uf)n i. Meanwhile, we calculate the microcanonical ensemble average
hO^iME, where the parameters are chosen to satisfy Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11), and investigate the
accuracy hO^iDE   hO^iME. We analyze two few-body observables O^1  n^1n^2 and O^2  n^1n^3
which represent the correlations between the nearest- and next-nearest-neighbors, respec-
tively. Their operator norms are normalized to unity. We note that O^1 and O^2 are intensive
observables because we have, for example, hE(0)n jn^1n^2jE(0)n i = hE(0)n jL 1
PL
i=1 n^in^i+1jE(0)n i.
Thus, we keep our normalization of O^1 and O^2 in comparing different system sizes.
The investigation of hO^iDE   hO^iME is done for each of the energy eigenstates of H^(0)
whose “effective inverse temperature” lies in the interval [0; 0:05], where the Boltzmann con-
stant is set to unity. The effective inverse temperature n of an energy eigenstate jE(0)n i is
defined by
1
Z
DX
m=1
E(0)m e
 nE(0)m = E(0)n ; (4.18)
where Z  PDm=1 e E(0)m . We note that n is uniquely determined by Eq. (4.18) because
Z 1
PD
m=1E
(0)
m e E
(0)
m is a continuous and monotonically decreasing function of  and ap-
proachesE(0)D andE
(0)
1 as  ! 1 and1, respectively. Table 4.2 illustrates where the energy
eigenstates of H^(0) corresponding to the interval are in the whole spectrum. They are about
10% of all the energy eigenstates that lie just below the middle of the spectrum.
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Table 4.2: For L = 15; 18; 21, and 24, the positions of the energy eigenstates of H^(0)
corresponding to the interval [0; 0:05] of the effective temperature are illustrated.
Two symbols nlow and nhigh denote the labels of the lowest and highest excited states
among those having effective temperatures in the interval [0; 0:05]. They are about
10% of all the energy eigenstates that lie just below the middle of the spectrum.
L 15 18 21 24
nlow 79 403 2140 11696
nlow=D 0.40 0.39 0.39 0.38
nhigh 96 485 2628 14578
nhigh=D 0.48 0.47 0.47 0.48
4.2.3 Numerical results
The histograms of the errors hO^iDE   hO^iME that are obtained in the quench with uf = 0:4
of all the initial states described above are shown for L = 18; 21, and 24 for O^ = O^1 and
O^2, in Fig. 4.1. Figures 4.1(a) and (b) show that the distribution of hO^iDE   hO^iME becomes
more sharply peaked around zero as the system size increases. Figure 4.1(b) also shows that
the distribution of the error is well fitted by a Gaussian distribution, whose mean is much
smaller than its standard deviation. Figures 4.1(c) and (d) depict those distributions for O^2,
which look qualitatively similar to Figs 4.1(a) and (b) although, in Fig. 4.1(d), the distribution
looks slightly skewed. Here we do not go in detail about the shape of the distribution, which
requires further investigation. Instead, we focus on how fast the distribution of the error
hO^iDE   hO^iME becomes concentrated around zero as the system size increases.
We define the accuracy of the microcanonical ensemble by the root mean square (RMS)
of hO^iDE   hO^iME that is obtained from the quenches of each initial state. In Fig. 4.2, the
RMS is plotted against the system size for O^ = O^1 and O^2. Here the error bars represent
the estimation errors of the RMS calculated from the data (see Appendix B for detail). As
the figure shows, the RMS decreases roughly in proportional to D 1. To be more precise,
with the weighted nonlinear least squares (NLLS) fittings, we have obtained the exponents
of the power-law dacay as  1:00+0:06 0:05 for O^ = O^1 and  1:01+0:05 0:04 for O^ = O^2, where the
95% confidence intervals are shown (see Appendix B for detail). Thus the D 1 scaling of the
accuracy has been confirmed.
The D 1 scaling has also been obtained for different quench magnitudes. Figure 4.2(b)
illustrates the exponent of the scaling with the 95% confidence intervals obtained by the
weighted NLLS for various uf . The data are consistent with the D 1 scaling for both O^1
and O^2 within the error bars in a wide range 0:2 . uf . 0:75. In addition, the data show that
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Figure 4.1: The histograms of hO^1iDE   hO^1iME that are obtained for the quenches
of each initial state for L = 18 [line in (a)], L = 21 [dotted line in (a)], and L = 24
[line in (b)]. In (b), the best fit of the histogramwith a Gaussian distribution is shown
by the dotted curve. The panels (c) and (d) show the corresponding histograms for
the other observable O^2.
the exponents are clearly away from  0:5 given by the ETH (cf. Sec. 4.1).
We ignore two regions 0  uf . 0:2 and uf & 0:75, where power-law decays of the
accuracy look rather unclear and the weighted NLLS fittings leave large reduced chi squares.
Physically speaking, the quantum states after the quench are not thermodynamically normal
in these two regions. First, as for the region 0 . uf . 0:2, the quench is so small that the state
after the quench is close to an eigenstate of H^(uf), the effective dimension is not large, and
equilibration does not occur. Second, as for the region uf & 0:75, the energy distribution jcnj2
is so broad and that the state after the quench is not thermodynamically normal. Namely, the
systematic part of the EEV, or the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.3), does not cancel
between hO^iDE and hO^iME, and this contribution becomes dominant in larger system sizes.
The D 1 scaling thus obtained implies that the accuracy improves exponentially in the
numberN of HCBs. Let us consider a general filling factor   N=L, which is fixed to be 1=3
in the above discussions. The dimension D is approximately given by D   L
N

=L  10()N
with () =   1[ log10  + (1   ) log10(1   )]. We note that () is a monotonically
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Figure 4.2: (a) For O^1 (circles) and O^2 (triangles), the RMS of hO^iDE hO^iME obtained
for each initial state is plotted against the system size shown in Table 4.1. The error
bars represent the estimation error (see Appendix B). The dotted line with slope  1
is the guide to the eye. (b) For O^1 (circles) and O^2 (triangles), the exponent of the
power-law decay of the RMS in D obtained by the weighted NLLS fit is plotted for
uf = 0:05; 0:1; 0:2; 0:25; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5; 0:6; 0:75; and 1. The data for O^2 is slightly
shifted to the right for visibility. The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
The dashed-dotted line represents  1=2, which corresponds to the ETH prediction.
decreasing function and gives, in particular, (1=4) = 0:9768     1. Thus the D 1 scaling
implies that, at 1/4 filling, the accuracy jhO^iDE hO^iMEj improves by one order of magnitude
every time we increase the number of HCBs by one.
4.2.4 Underlying mechanism for the D 1 scaling
Let us discuss the underlying mechanism for the D 1 scaling. First, we note that the ETH
alone cannot explain the D 1 scaling. In Fig. 4.3, the two ETH bounds in Eqs. (4.13) and
(4.14) are shown to be considerably larger than the accuracy that is found in our numerical
experiment. Here the maximum and standard deviations of the EEV are calculated in the
microcanonical window. The two bounds scale asD 1=2 consistently with the previous stud-
ies [62, 47, ?].
Figure 4.3 also shows that yet another indicator
~O  Op
De
(4.19)
fits the actual accuracy. We note that theDe is roughly proportional toD for thermodynam-
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Figure 4.3: For (a) O^1 and (b) O^2, the accuracy of the microcanonical ensemble (cir-
cles), its bounds obtained by the strong (filled squares, Eq. (4.13)) and weak (open
squares, Eq. (4.14)) ETHs, and another indicator of the no-correlation model (trian-
gles, Eq. (4.19)) are plotted for the different system sizes shown in Table 4.1. They
are calculated in the quench of uf = 0:4 and the data points represent the averages
of those obtained for all the initial states. The dotted and solid lines are the guides to
the eye corresponding to the slopes of  1=2 and  1, respectively.
ically normal states. Thus the D 1 scaling consists of the factor D 1=2 coming from O and
the other factor D 1=2 arising from 1=
p
De .
Finally, we point out that we may interpret the factor 1=
p
De by introducing the “no-
correlation model”. Intuitively speaking, the no-correlation model is a statistical model in
which 0nn’s are independent except for the two constraints: the normalization
P
n 
0
nn and
the effective dimension
P
n(
0
nn)
2 = 1=De . We note that, since ^0 is thermodynamically
normal, there is an effective support on which 0nn have significant weights. We assume that
the number of energy eigenstates in the effective support is De( 2De) and relabel n so
that f0nng
De
n=1 are all nonzero3. Now we define positive random variables fxng
De
n=1 that obey
the same probability distribution p(xn) whose mean and variance are both unity. The no-
correlation model is the statistical model with
0nn =
xnP De
m=1 xm
: (4.20)
We note that the normalization condition
P De
n=1 
0
nn holds for any realization and the inverse
3 The factor 2 in De  2De is chosen to make Eq. (4.24) simple. Actually, the factor can be arbitrarily
chosen in deriving the D 1 scaling as long as the factor is independent of the system size.
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of the effective dimension is typically given by* DeX
n=1
(0nn)
2
+
NCM
=
* P De
n=1 x
2
n
(
P De
m=1 xm)
2
+
NCM
(4.21)
 1D2e
* DeX
n=1
x2n
+
NCM
(4.22)
=
2
De
(4.23)
 1
De
; (4.24)
where h   iNCM denotes the average over the random variables fxmg Dem=1 according to the
probability distribution p(x1)p(x2)    p(x De ), and we have used
P De
m=1 xm  De to obtain
Eq. (4.22) since De  De  1. Now we evaluate Eq. (4.12) in terms of the no-correlation
model:
D
jhO^iDE   hO^iMEj2
E
NCM
=
DeX
n=1
DeX
m=1


0nn
0
mm

NCM
OnOm: (4.25)
With
P De
m=1 xm  De , we have


0nn
0
mm

NCM
=
8<:
2
D2e
(m = n)
1
D2e
(m 6= n)
(4.26)
since the mean and the variance of p(xn) are unity. We note that
P De
m=1 Om = 0, and obtain
D
jhO^iDE   hO^iMEj2
E
NCM
=
P De
n=1 O
2
n
D2e
=
2O
De
= ~2O: (4.27)
Thus we have obtained
jhO^iDE   hO^iMEj  ~O; (4.28)
which has been numerically obtained in Fig. 4.3.
The above argument implies that 0nn’s may be regarded as being independent of each other
even though they are, in principle, determined only by the quench parameter u. The reason
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behind such independence is that our model (4.16) is so complex that it is nonintegrable and
exhibits quantum chaos, and thus the transition amplitudes hE(uf)n jE(0)n0 i look independent
from one n to another. In other words, the map from uf to hE(uf)n jE(0)n0 i for each n is so
complicated that no correlation appears between 0nn and 0mm (m 6= n).
4.2.5 Discussion
In conclusion, we find that the accuracy of the microcanonical ensemble scales as D 1 with
the dimension D of the Hilbert space for quantum quenches in the hard-core Bose-Hubbard
model (4.16), whereas the ETH gives upper bounds on the accuracy that scale as D 1=2. One
reason why the accuracy is actually much better than the ETH bounds is that we restrict our-
selves to the thermodynamically normal initial states which have large effective dimensions
De that are proportional to D and small energy uncertainties. The other reason is that we
cannot induce any correlations between many-body eigenstates through a quantum quench
in nonintegrable systems because no fine-tuning parameters are involved in the quench, and
the absence of correlations leads to the suppression factor D 1=2e to the accuracy due to the
law of large numbers. Due to these two reasons, the actual accuracy acquires an extra D 1=2
scaling factor in addition to the one given by the ETH.
Finally, we speculate how the accuracy behaves even larger systems. Corresponding to the
decomposition of the EEV in Eq (4.3), the error hO^iDE   hO^iME can also be decomposed into
the systematic and fluctuation contributions. In this study, the microcanonical window has
been chosen so that the systematic contribution is minimized, and, actually the fluctuation
contribution has been dominant. However, considering Eqs. (4.4) and (4.8), the systematic
contribution should scales as some power of the volume of the system since all the orders of
the moments of the energy distribution cannot, in general, be equal to each other between
the diagonal and microcanonical ensembles. Thus, there might be a system size where the
systematic and fluctuation contributions become comparable and theD 1 scaling ends. After
this point, the accuracy would vanishes algebraically in the volume. We note that, if we
use the Gaussian distribution instead of the equal probability in defining the microcanonical
ensemble, wemay keep theD 1 scaling at even larger system sizes. This is because the energy
distribution of quenched states tend to be Gaussian and more moments can coincide with the
Gaussian version of the microcanonical ensemble with only two parameters.

Chapter 5
Entropy of Equilibrium Pure States
As discussed earlier, a single pure state can represent an equilibrium state. It is also widely
accepted that isolated quantum systems such as quantum gases thermalize by themselves.
Then, a natural question arises as to what is the right entropy for describing such thermal pure
states. In this chapter, we discuss the microscopic definition of the thermodynamic entropy
of equilibrium pure states. First, we point out that the von Neumann entropy, which is the
right entropy for the description of the statistical ensembles such as the microcanonical and
canonical ones, is not suitable for our purpose. Second, we introduce the diagonal entropy [42]
as a generalization of the vonNeumann entropy so that it is also applicable to equilibrium pure
states. The rest of this chapter is devoted to show that the diagonal entropy increases upon
unitary external operations consistently with the second law of thermodynamics [90]. For the
sake of simplicity, the Boltzmann constant kB is set to unity throughout this chapter.
5.1 The von Neumann entropy (vN-entropy)
In this section, we argue that the von Neumann entropy (vN-entropy) cannot represent the
thermodynamic entropy of equilibrium pure states although it is very useful in quantum infor-
mation theory [91] and can describe the thermodynamic entropy of the statistical ensembles.
For a given density matrix ^, the vN-entropy [92] is defined as
SvN(^)   tr(^ ln ^): (5.1)
This entropy is nonnegative and never exceeds lnD with D the dimension of the Hilbert
space: 0  SvN  lnD. This follows because the diagonal form, ^ =
PD
i=1 pi jii hij,
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where fjiigDi=1 forms a complete orthonormal basis set and fpigDi=1 satisfy
P
i pi = 1 and
0  pi  1 due to positivity and the normalization of ^, leads to SvN(^) =  
P
i pi ln pi
which is the Shannon entropy [93]. Thus the vN-entropy counts (in log scale) how many pure
states the density matrix ^ involves. In particular, the vN-entropy vanishes only when ^ is
pure, or pi is unity for one i and zero otherwise. We note that this “counting” is performed
in a basis-independent manner since the vN-entropy is invariant under an arbitrary unitary
transformation V^ : SvN(^) = SvN(V^ ^V^ y).
The vN-entropy has been adopted as themicroscopic definition of thermodynamic entropy
because it reproduces desirable properties when applied to the statistical ensembles such as
the microcanonical and canonical ensembles. First, we consider the microcanonical ensemble
^mic(E) W (E; mic) 1
Z E+mic
E mic
dE 0(E 0   H^); (5.2)
whereW (E; mic) is the number of energy eigenstates in the energy window [E   mic; E +
mic] and serves as the normalization factor: tr [^mic(E)] = 1. We note that ^mic(E) has equal
weights on every energy eigenstate in the energy window [E  mic; E+ mic] and is diagonal
in the energy eigenbasis. Then the vN-entropy for the microcanonical ensemble reproduces
the Boltzmann entropy
SB(^mic(E)) = lnW (E; mic); (5.3)
and thus can be considered as a thermodynamic entropy. Second, we consider the canonical
ensemble
^can() =
e H^
Z
; (5.4)
where  is the inverse temperature and Z  tr(e H^) is the partition function. Again, this
ensemble is diagonal in the energy eigenbasis and leads to
F = E   TSvN(can()); (5.5)
where F    1 lnZ and E  tr[^can()H^] denote the free and internal energies. Thus the
vN-entropy can be considered as the thermodynamic entropy when applied to the canonical
ensemble. We note that the similar argument can be applied to the grand canonical ensemble
and the generalized Gibbs ensemble [72]. Thus the vN-entropy is consistent with thermody-
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namics when applied to the statistical ensembles.
However, the vN-entropy cannot represent the thermodynamic entropy of pure states at
equilibrium because, as noted above, it vanishes for any pure states regardless of the total
energy, or equivalently the temperature, of the state. To put it differently, the vN-entropy
is defined independently of the basis, so if we choose an appropriate basis set such that the
pure state representing ^ is a member, it vanishes; however, if we expand ^ in terms of the
eigenenergy basis, there is, in general, more than one non-vanishing diagonal element that
the thermodynamic entropy counts in, for example, Eq. (5.3).
Another problem of the vN-entropy is that it is inconsistent with the second law of ther-
modynamics when we consider external operations within the unitary time evolution. Since
the vN-entropy is, as noted above, invariant under any unitary transformation, it stays con-
stant during any unitary external operation such as a change in an external magnetic field.
This contradicts the second law of thermodynamics, which dictates that the entropy increase
unless the external operation is adiabatic or done infinitely slowly. This is another problem
of the basis-independence of the vN-entropy.
Therefore, to quantify the thermodynamic entropy of equilibrium pure states consistently
with thermodynamics, we need to generalize the vN-entropy so that it is also applicable to
equilibrium pure states. The key idea is to respect the energy eigenbasis and we arrive at the
concept of the diagonal entropy introduced in the next section.
5.2 The diagonal entropy (d-entopy)
We adopt the diagonal entropy (d-entropy) [42] as a generalization of the vN-entropy such
that it is also applicable to equilibrium pure states. For a density matrix ^, the d-entropy is
defined as
S(^) =  
X
n
nn ln nn; (5.6)
where nn is the diagonal elements of ^ in the energy eigenbasis. Thus the d-entropy depends
not only on the quantum state but also on the Hamiltonian of the system of interest. As stated
in Section 5.1, Eq. (5.6) effectively counts the number of energy eigenstates involved in ^.
The d-entropy coincides with the vN-entropy for the density matrix ^ that is diagonal
in the energy eigenbasis as it directly follows from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.6). In particular, since
the microcanonical and canonical ensembles are diagonal in the energy eigenbasis, the d-
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entropy reproduces Eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) as does the vN-entropy. In this sense, the d-entropy is
a generalization of the vN-entropy.
Unlike the vN-entropy, the d-entropy can be nonzero for pure states if more than one
energy eigenstate is superposed. Considering thermal pure quantum (TPQ) states reviewed
in Chapter 2, we obtain the Boltzmann entropy from the d-entropy whereas the vN-entropy
always vanishes for such states. It is because the TPQ states typically consist of all the energy
eigenstate in an energywindow [E mic; E+mic] and the d-entropy reduces to the logarithm
of the number of energy eigenstates in thewindow. Thus the d-entropy gives results consistent
with the vN-entropy for thermodynamic ensembles and provides the nonvanishing entropy
for TPQ states.
As for the second law of thermodynamics, the d-entropy has been shown [42] to increase
when an arbitrary unitary operation V^ is performed on a state represented by the density
matrix ^ diagonal in the energy eigenbasis. This result is obtained as follows. Let us act an
arbitrary unitary operator V^ on a density matrix ^, which is diagonal in the energy eigen-
basis. We denote by nn the diagonal elements; then the d-entropy S of this state is given
by Eq. (5.6). Now we consider the diagonal elements 0nn of the state after the operation in
energy eigenbasis, where the Hamiltonian may or may not be the same Hamiltonian before
the operation. Then there exists a unitary matrix Unm such that 0nn =
P
m jUnmj2mm and
the d-entropy after the operation is given by S 0 =  Pn 0nn ln 0nn. Due to the convexity
of the function f(x) =  x lnx, we obtain S 0   PnPm jUnmj2mm ln mm = S and the
d-entropy thus never decreases upon any unitary operation if the state is diagonal.
Indeed this is consistent with thermodynamics, but not fully satisfactory because it can
be applied only once because, if the initial state of the operation is diagonal in the energy
eigenbasis, the final state is not in general diagonal in the energy eigenbasis. When we have
a sequence of equilibrium pure states that are obtained by unitary external operations, the d-
entropy should increase upon each operation to be consistent with the second law of thermo-
dynamics. To solve this problem, it is necessary to relax the restriction of the states on which
an external operation is performed. In the following section, we show that the d-entropy
increases upon unitary external operations performed on equilibrium states including pure
states.
We emphasize that this is not a minor generalization but involves deeper insights. Namely,
the asymmetry between the increase and decrease emerges in the d-entropy, whereas the en-
tire time evolution including external operations is unitary and thus reversible. The above
argument attributes the asymmetry in the specialty of the states on which an external op-
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eration is performed similarly to other works that derives the irreversibility within unitary
evolution [94, 95]. In contrast, we geometrically illustrate in Section 5.4 that the asymmetry
emerges from the fact that the quantum states allowed in unitary evolution is restricted to a
subspace rather than the entire Hilbert space.
5.3 The d-entropy increase upon unitary external opera-
tions
In this section, we discuss the d-entropy change upon an arbitrary unitary external operation
performed on pure/mixed states at equilibrium. The key in our formulation is that we focus on
the timing at which a given operation V^ is performed. We show that the d-entropy increases
not only on average but also at typical such timings.
5.3.1 Setup
We assume the dimension D of the Hilbert space is either finite or countably infinite. The
quantum state at time t = 0 is represented by a density matrix ^0, which is either pure or
mixed. The quantum state at time t is given by ^(t) = U^(t)^0U^(t)y, where the time evolution
operator is given by U^(t) = e iH^t=~, with H^ being a time-independent Hamiltonian. We
denote by fjEnigDn=1 the eigenstates of H^ with its spectrum fEngDn=1: H^ jEni = En jEni
(n = 1; 2; : : : ; D). We assume that H^ is non-degenerate so that the d-entropy of ^0 (see
Eq. (5.6)) is uniquely defined by
S0 =  
X
n
0nn ln 
0
nn; (5.7)
where 0nn  hEnj^0jEni. We note that the d-entropy never changes during the time evolution
U^(t) since no transitions occur between the energy eigenstates.
We assume that the spectrum fEngDn=1 has non-degenerate energy gaps.
Assumption 2 (Non-degenerate energy gaps). Ek El = Em En implies k = m and l = n.
To ensure equilibration to occur in the time evolution, we need to also assume that the effective
dimension of ^0 is exponentially large as explained in Chapter 3. Nevertheless, we do not for
now sinceTheorems 3 and 4 can be proven without it. We will return to this assumption after
proving them.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic figure of our setup. The initial state ^0 evolves as U^(t)^0U^(t)y
from t = 0 to  , during which the stationary state is achieved. At time t =  , an
unitary operation V^ is performed by changing an external parameter in the Hamil-
tonian. After the operation, the system evolves according to H^ 0 and approaches to
another stationary state.
An external operation represented by an arbitrary unitary operator V^ is performed at t =
 . In the case, for example, that the Hamiltonian is varied from t =  to t =  + through a
parameter like a magnetic field, the operator V^ is given by V^ = T exp
h
  i~
R +

H^(t0)dt0
i
,
where T denotes the time-ordering product. In our setup, we fix the unitary operation V^ and
regard  as a variable.
Immediately after the external operation, the density matrix is given by
^0() = V^ U^()^0U^()yV^ y: (5.8)
Here we note that this is not necessarily the state at time t =  because the operationmay take
a nonzero time (see Fig. 5.1). We do not specify the time at which the operation V^ is finished
since it is arbitrary. We denote by H^ 0 the Hamiltonian immediately after the operation which
is time independent after the operation. We denote by fjE 0nigDn=1 the eigenstates of H^ 0 with
its spectrum fE 0ngDn=1: H^ 0 jE 0ni = E 0n jE 0ni (n = 1; 2; : : : ; D). We assume that the spectrum
is non-degenerate to make the d-entropy after the operation well-defined and uniquely given
by
S 0() =  
X
n
0nn() ln 
0
nn(); (5.9)
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where 0nn()  hE 0nj^0()jE 0ni. This d-entropy does not vary after the operation since the
Hamiltonian H^ 0 is independent of time.
The fact that the d-entropy never changes during time evolution according to a time in-
dependent Hamiltonian implies that the d-entropy does not represent the entropy of states
out of equilibrium because such an entropy, if exists, is believed to increase as the system
approaches a stationary state. Instead, the d-entropy can be interpreted to represent the one
for the stationary state that is realized as a result of the time evolution according to a given
time-independent Hamiltonian.
5.3.2 The d-entropy after the external operation
The diagonal initial state
Before working on our initial state involving a pure state, we review the previous study that
has shown the d-entropy increases when ^0 is diagonal in the energy eigenbasis. We take as
an initial state the diagonal ensemble
^0DE 
X
n
0nn jEni hEnj ; (5.10)
which has the same diagonal elements as our initial state ^0 and thus the same d-entropy S0.
Since ^0DE is diagonal, it is time-independent under the time evolution U^(t) and the d-entropy
after the operation does not depend on  and is given by
S 0DE =  
X
n
n lnn; (5.11)
where n  hE 0njV^ ^0DEV^ yjE 0ni =
P
m jUnmj20mm with Unm  hE 0njV^ jEmi. Then it follows
that
S0  S 0DE (5.12)
for any external operation V^ . In fact, since f(x) =  x lnx is convex up, we obtain S 0 P
n
P
m jUnmj2( 0mm ln 0mm) = S0.
We emphasize again that this argument of the d-entropy increase cannot be applied re-
peatedly in a sequence of external operations. This is because the final state ^0DE is no longer
diagonal in the eigenbasis of H^ 0 in general even though it can reach another equilibrium state
in the unitary time evolution. Our motivation is to relax the condition of the initial state so
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that it can be applied repeatedly.
The general initial state
Returning to the original problem, we consider the long-time average of S 0() when  is
uniformly distributed over [0;1). The following theorem gives bounds on the long-time
average (see Appendix C for the proof).
Theorem 3. We have
0  S 0DE   S 0() < 1; (5.13)
where F ()  limT!1
R T
0
d
T
F ().
This theorem, together with Eq. (5.12), implies
S0   1 < S 0(); (5.14)
which implies the second law of thermodynamics when the sub-extensive correction 1 can be
ignored such as in the thermodynamic limit.
Theorem 3 estimates the noncommutativity between taking the d-entropy and the long-
time average. While we are considering the long-time average of the d-entropy, we can also
consider the d-entropy of the long-time averaged state. These are given by S 0() and S 0DE,
respectively, and different from each other, in general, since the off-diagonal elements of the
density matrix in the energy eigenbasis survive in the unitary time evolution. Theorem 3
dictates that the difference is less than unity, which is sub-extensive.
We note that a stronger inequality S0  S 0() does not hold in general. An exception to
this inequality occurs when ^0 = ji hj with ji = D 1Pn jEni for a finite D. Then, we
have S0 = S 0DE = lnD, but S 0() < lnD in general. Hoever, Theorem 3 ensures the decrease
of the d-entropy is no greater than unity, which is sub-extensive.
The second theorem gives a lower bound on the probability of  at which S 0() is greater
than a certain value (see Appendix C for the proof).
Theorem 4. We have
Prob
h
S0   S2=30 < S 0()
i
 1  2S
0
DE
S
4=3
0
  R
S
4=3
0
; (5.15)
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where R Pm;n mn lnm lnn with mn P k;l
k 6=l
UmkU

nlU

nkUmlj0klj2, and Prob is defined
for  that uniformly distributes over [0;1).
As discussed later, when the d-entropy is extensive, this theorem implies that the d-
entropy increases for almost all  in the thermodynamic limit.
5.3.3 Extensivity and increase of the d-entropy in lattice systems
In this section, we applyTheorems 3 and 4 to lattice systems to discuss the extensivity and the
increase of the d-entropy. We assume the total Hilbert space of the lattice system is a direct
product ofN identical Hilbert spaces with dimension d ( 2). Namely,N denotes the number
of lattice points and D = dN .
We assume that the effective dimension of the initial state ^0 is exponentially large.
Assumption 3.
De  1P
n(
0
nn)
2
= e+O(N): (5.16)
This assumption ensures not only that equilibration occurs in time evolution U^(t) but also
thatS0 is extensive, or proportional toN . In fact, the convexity leads toS0    ln[
P
n 
0
nn)
2] =
lnDe = O(N) and we have an upper bound S0  lnD = N ln d. For the same reason, S 0DE
is also extensive.
Here and henceforth, by. andwe mean and=, respectively, with sub-leading terms
in N ignored. For example, Eq. (5.14) implies S0 . S 0() since S0 is extensive and 1 is not.
Besides, Theorem 4 implies Prob[S0 . S 0()]  1 since R = e O(N) as shown in Appendix C.
Thus we obtain the following two corollaries.
Corollary 1.
S0 . S 0(): (5.17)
Corollary 2.
Prob[S0 . S 0()]  1: (5.18)
Corollaries 1 and 2 are consistent with the second law of thermodynamics from the view-
point of the fluctuation theorem. Since we have assumed Assumptions 2 and 3, equilibration
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occurs in the time evolution U^(t) and different states in the equilibrium ensemble are expected
to realize at each t =  sampled uniformly. The fluctuation theorem dictates that there exist
some probability in sampling, from the equilibrium ensemble, states in which the entropy de-
creases but the entropy never decreases on average over the samplings. This is consistent with
Corollary 1. The fluctuation theorem also dictates that the probability at which the entropy
decreases becomes vanishingly small in the thermodynamic limit, which is consistent with
Corollary 2.
Our argument can be applicable to another external operation performed on the final state
in our setup if H^ 0 has non-degenerate energy gaps (Assumption 2) and the final state has
an exponentially large effective dimension (Assumption 3). Actually, the exponentially large
effective dimension is guaranteed by the increase of the d-entropy in our setup. Thus, we reach
the following conclusion: provided that the system has nondegenerate energy gaps and starts
with an initial state of an exponentially large effective dimension, the d-entropy increases for
a sequence of external operations during which the Hamiltonian changes.
5.3.4 The reverse process
Our argument of the d-entropy increase is also applicable to the reverse process shown in
Fig. 5.2 if Assumptions 2 and 3 are satisfied. We fix  = 1 and define the final state of the
forward process by ^f2 = e
 iH^02=~^0(1)eiH^
02=~, where 2 is the duration of time evolution
with H^ 0 after the external operation is finished. Suppose that the d-entropy increases in this
process: S0 < S 0(1). We define the reverse process such that the initial state is ^f2 at ~t = 0
and evolves in time according to H^ 0, and assume that an external operation V^ y is performed
at ~t = ~ . To make Corollary 2 applicable to the reverse process, we assume that H^ 0 has non-
degenerate energy gaps (see Assumption 2 and the effective dimension of ^f2 is exponentially
large (see Assumption 3).
For a special choice of ~ = 2, the d-entropy is decreased by the operation in the reverse
process. This is because, in the reverse process, the d-entropies before and after the operation
are equal to S 0(1) and S0, respectively, that have been supposed to satisfy S 0(1) > S0. In this
case, the quantum state retraces exactly the same path of the forward process in the opposite
direction of time.
The existence of the operation timing at which the d-entropy decreases does not contradict
Corollary 2, which states that the d-entropy increases for almost all timings of the external
operation rather than for all timings. Corollary 2 implies that, to decrease the d-entropy, we
must do fine-tuning on the timing of the operation based on a priori knowledge about, e.g.,
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Figure 5.2: Schematic figure of the forward and reverse processes. (a) We suppose
that the d-entropy increases for  = 1. (b) The d-entropy can decrease for a special
choice of ~ = 2 in the reverse process. This follows from the assumption that the
d-entropy increases in the forward process. (c) The d-entropy increases for typical ~
if ~ 6= 2. This follows from Corollary 2, which does not contradict (b) since it allows
the operation timings of zero measure at which the d-entropy decreases.
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Figure 5.3: The asymmetry between the d-entropy increase and decrease for a qubit
system. (a) The Bloch sphere, where the z = 1 correspond to j0i and j1i that are
the eigenstates of H^ . (b)The d-entropy depends only on the z-coordinate and mono-
tonically increases from the poles to the equator. (c) Under time evolution with H^
the state traces a circle perpendicular to the z-axis that we call a quantum trajectory
whose projection onto the z-axis is corresponding to ^DE [Eq. (5.11)]. (d) An exter-
nal operation together with changing the basis to the eigenstates of H^ 0 rotates the
Bloch sphere and thus tilts the quantum trajectory. Then the center of the quantum
trajectory approaches the equator, which implies Eq. (5.12). Meanwhile, more than
half of the quantum states on the quantum trajectory approach the equator, which
means that the d-entropy increases for more than 50%.
the forward process. This is how we obtain the d-entropy increase for both the forward and
its reverse processes.
5.4 Geometrical interpretations of asymmetry in d-entropy
increase/decrease
In this section, we geometrically interpret how the asymmetry between the increase and de-
crease arises within unitary time evolution, which is reversible. We consider one qubit, the
two-dimensional Hilbert space, to demonstrate that it originates from the fact that the quan-
tum states allowed under unitary evolution are restricted.
A qubit is defined on a two-dimensional Hilbert space: D = 2. An arbitrary density matrix
^ representing the state of the qubit corresponds to a point on or inside the Bloch sphere (see
Fig. 5.3). The x-, y-, and z-components of ^ are defined as x = tr(^^x), y = tr(^^y), and
z = tr(^^z), where ^x; ^y, and ^z are the Pauli matrices. We take the z-direction as the
eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian H^ : [H^; ^z] = 0.
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The d-entropy of ^ in our convention is given by
S(^) =  

1  z
2

ln

1  z
2

 

1 + z
2

ln

1 + z
2

: (5.19)
As illustrated in Fig. 5.3b, the d-entropy is even under changing the sign of z and monotoni-
cally increasing from z = 1 to z = 0.
An arbitrary initial state ^0 traces a circle, the quantum trajectory, which is perpendicular
to the z-axis under unitary evolution according to H^ as depicted in Fig. 5.3c. The projection
of the trajectory onto the z-axis corresponds to the diagonal ensemble (5.10).
At time t =  , we perform a unitary external operation V^ , during which the Hamiltonian
H^ changes to H^ 0. Figure 5.3 shows the Bloch sphere where the z0-axis are taken so that
z0 = 1 correspond to two eigenstates of H^ 0. The external operation and the change of basis
act on the Bloch sphere as a rotation, which tilts the quantum trajectory. In this rotation, if
the initial state is away from the equator, the center of the trajectory approaches the equator,
which means Eq. (5.12). This implies that the d-entropy is increased for more than half of the
states on the trajectory. Hence follows the asymmetry between the d-entropy increase and
decrease. Namely, the asymmetry arises from the fact that the quantum trajectory does not
cover the entire Hilbert space but it is restricted to its subspace. Corollary 2 dictates that this
asymmetry is enhanced as the system size increases.
We note that, if the initial state is on the equator, the d-entropy decreases most likely.
However, this does not contradict Corollary 2 in larger dimensions becauseTheorem 3 ensures
that the decrease is only sub-extensive. Thus, once the equator, or the infinite temperature, is
reached, the d-entropy is actually saturated.
5.5 The Universal Sub-Extensive Correction
Here we discuss sub-extensive contributions in the d-entropy whereas we have been consid-
ering the leading terms in the system size. We conjecture a more stringent inequality than
that given in Theorem 3.
Conjecture.
0  S 0DE   S 0()  1   (5.20)
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with  = 0:5772 : : : the Euler’s constant, where the equality on the right holds if the initial
state is pure and the external operation induces numerous transitions between the energy
eigenstates.
This conjecture is obtained as follows. We have 0nn() = n and [0nn()]2 = 22n. Thus
we expect [0nn()]1+   (2 + )1+n for 0    1, where  (x) is the Gamma function. We
have 0nn() ln 0nn()  n lnn +  0(2)n by taking the limit of  ! 0. By taking the sum
over n, we obtain S 0DE   S 0()  1   , where we have used  0(2) = 1   . We derive the
equality condition by invoking the replica trick in Appendix C.
Now we provide numerical evidences for our conjecture. We consider five hard-core
bosons (HCBs) on 20 sites that are arranged in a 4  5 rectangular shape. We assign co-
ordinates (xi; yi) for each site, where i (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 20) labels the sites and xi = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5
and yi = 1; 2; 3; 4. The Hamiltonian H^(g) is given by
H^(g) =  J
X
hi;ji
(byibj + b
y
jbi) + g
X
i
yib
y
ibi; (5.21)
where bi and byi denote the annihilation and creation operators of HCB on site i and
P
hi;ji
denotes the sum over pairs of adjacent sites. The first and second terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. (5.21) represent the hopping of HCBs and a linear potential along the y-axis. The
dimensionD of the Hilbert space is given byD =
 
20
5

= 15; 504 from the hard-core condition
that prohibits more than one HCB from occupying a single site.
The initial state is taken as the 1000th eigenstate of H^(g = 0) in an ascending order of
eigenenergy and evolves until t =  according to H^(g) where g(> 0) is the control param-
eter in our numerics. At time t =  we perform an external operation, which is a quantum
quench, or a sudden switch-off of g to 0. We plot S 0DE   S 0() for various g in Fig. 5.4, where
S 0() is calculated from S 0() in the time interval [500; 1000]~=J . The error bars show the
standard deviations of S 0() in the same interval. The reason why we have taken the 1000th
eigenstate is that more energy eigenstates are involved after the quench than the ground state,
and they suppress the standard deviations within the small Hilbert space dimension that are
numerically addressable.
Figure 5.4 shows that all the data points are below the bound 1 , which is consistent with
Conjecture 5.5. Besides, it also shows that S 0DE   S 0() = 1   independently of the quench
magnitude for large quenches g=J & 0:25. Since our initial state is pure, this is consistent
with the equality condition dictated in Conjecture 5.5.
The universal constant 1  can be used to judge whether or not the initial state is pure if
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Figure 5.4: Numerical evidence for Conjecture 5.5. The difference S0DE   S0() is
plotted for various magnitudes of the quench g=J . The error bars show the standard
deviation of S0() in  . The data points are all below the bound 1    and equal to
1   independently of the quench magnitude for g=J & 0:25.
we canmeasure the d-entropy. Thismethod requiresmeasurements only on diagonal elements
of the density matrix while the ordinary method based on quantum tomography requires
measurements on all the elements. Thus the universal-constant-based method has a practical
advantage.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have addressed the foundation of statistical mechanics in isolated quantum
systems from the first principles of quantum mechanics. In particular, we have focused on
(i) why and how accurately the microcanonical ensemble describes equilibrium states and (ii)
what microscopic definition describes the thermodynamic entropy. Once they are established,
statistical mechanics is, as is well known, a very powerful tool with which we can calculate
every physical quantity represented by a Hermitian operator by the microcanonical ensem-
ble and every thermodynamic quantity such as the free energy by the microscopic definition
of the thermodynamic entropy. However, answering to (i) and (ii) from quantum mechanics
seems nontrivial due to, for example, the following three reasons. Firstly, if the initial state
is a pure state, it remains pure in the course of subsequent time evolution, while the micro-
canonical ensemble is highly mixed. Secondly, the quantum-mechanical time evolution does
not allow a state to converge to a fixed point in the Hilbert space. Finally, as for (ii), the von
Neumann entropy, which has been used as the thermodynamic entropy in open quantum sys-
tems, is not consistent with the second law of thermodynamics if the time evolution including
external operations is unitary.
In Chapters 2 and 3, we have reviewed some of the recent studies concerning this issue.
It has been shown that even a pure state can represent thermal equilibrium in Chapter 2.
The crucial idea is to restrict ourselves to few-body observables, which include all physical
quantities that are measurable in ordinary experiments. Whereas a pure state can never be
equal to the microcanonical ensemble as a quantum state that contains all the information
including full N -body correlations, it can be so once we restrict the class of observables of
interest. Furthermore, such a pure state has been shown to be typical in a microcanonical
energy window. Namely, a pure state as a superposition of energy eigenstates in the window
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is thermal with almost unit probability if it is taken according to the uniformHaar measure. In
Chapter 3, equilibration has been understood by bringing together the two ideas introduced
in Chapter 2: to restrict the observables of interest to few-body ones and to seek for a typical
state among a set of quantum states. Here we have considered the set of states that appear
in time evolution starting from an initial state instead of an artificial measure, the uniform
Haar measure. As a consequence, we have shown that, starting from an initial state out of
equilibrium, an effective stationary state can appear in time evolution. The effective stationary
state thus derived explicitly depends on thememory of the initial state, the weight distribution
on each energy eigenstate. We note that the microcanonical ensemble has an equal weight on
each individual energy eigenstate in an energy window. Thus the former half of the question
(i) reduces to why the weight distribution determined by the initial state plays no role in
the stationary state. An answer to this question is that every eigenstate in a small energy
window gives the same result in the thermodynamic limit when we restrict ourselves to few-
body observables. This hypothesis is called the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH)
and widely accepted since not a few pieces of numerical evidence have been obtained.
In Chapter 4, the latter half of the question (i) has been addressed. In finite-size systems,
there are small errors for the microcanonical ensemble describing equilibrium states. We
have first discussed that the ETH in finite-size systems gives two upper bounds (Eqs. (4.13)
and (4.14)) on the accuracy of the microcanonical ensemble and shown that the accuracy
improves at least as D 1=2 with the dimension D of the Hilbert space. Since D grows expo-
nentially in the degree of freedom in many-body systems, the improvement of the accuracy
is also exponential. Then we have investigated the actual accuracy by conducting numerical
experiments of quantum quenches in a nonintegrable one-dimensional model of hard-core
bosons. As a result, it has turned out that the accuracy actually improves as D 1 which is
much faster than the ETH bounds (Fig. 4.3). The D 1 scaling is comprised of one D 1=2 by
the ETH and the other D 1=2 by the law of large numbers due to the fact that there is no
correlation between the weights on many-body energy eigenstates as well as between the
weight distribution and the eigenstate expectation values. This implies that we cannot induce
any correlation through a quantum quench in nonintegrable systems since the many-body
energy eigenstates are intricate seen from a natural configurational basis.
In Chapter 5, we have addressed the other question (ii). We have first pointed out two
problems of the von Neumann entropy when we adopt it as the microscopic definition of
the thermodynamic entropy of the effective stationary states in isolated quantum systems.
Namely, (a) the von Neumann entropy vanishes if the stationary state is pure regardless of the
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energy, and (b) it is kept constant under any unitary external operations including non-quasi-
static ones. Then we have introduced the diagonal entropy, which is the Shannon entropy
in the energy eigenbasis. This entropy resolves the problem (a) and can be regarded as a
generalization of the von Neumann entropy so that it also applies to effective stationary states
in isolated quantum systems. Moreover, we have shown that the diagonal entropy also settles
the issue (b): the diagonal entropy does not decrease upon an arbitrary external operation
consistently with the second law of thermodynamics (Corollaries 1 and 2).
Although we have thus addressed the two key questions (i) and (ii) regarding the foun-
dation of statistical mechanics in isolated quantum systems, there are more related questions
that can easily be raised. First, the ETH is still a hypothesis and has not been fully proven in
any concrete model. The difficulty lies in the fact that the ETH holds only in nonintegrable
models that are literally unsolvable. Second, the D 1 scaling of the accuracy of the micro-
canonical ensemble has been shown in a single numerical experiment and the universality
should be investigated. Now that isolated quantum systems with a small number of atoms
are available, this problem can also be tackled experimentally. Third, the uniqueness of the
microscopic definition of the thermodynamic entropy is a completely open question. We have
shown that non-decreasing function is possible as the diagonal entropy but never excluded
other definitions. If we also consider open quantum systems and heat transfer, and require
consistency with thermodynamics, we might be able to reach a unique microscopic definition
of thermodynamic entropy. More and more questions can be raised since the foundation of
statistical mechanics has been getting renewed attention only recently.

Appendix A
Wigner-Dyson statistics of energy level
spacings
We cannot define chaos in quantum systems of finite degrees of freedom in a similar way in
classical systems by using the sensitivity of the time evolution to the initial condition since
the distance between any two wave functions is conserved under the unitary time evolution.
However, the energy spectrum of a quantum system behaves differently depending on
whether or not its classical counterpart exhibits chaos. Namely, in a quantum system whose
classical counterpart exhibits chaos, the difference between two adjacent eigenenergies obeys
the Wigner-Dyson statistics. The probability distribution is well described by
pW(s) =

2
se 

4
s2 ; (A.1)
where s denotes the normalized spacing between two adjacent eigenenergies so that the av-
erage of s is unity. This observation is called the BGS conjecture since Bohigas, Giannoni, and
Schmit found it by analyzing quantum-mechanically the desymmetrized Sinai’s billiard [96].
The BGS conjecture have been verified in a number of systems (see, e.g., Ref. [97]).
The statement that the energy level spacings obey the Wigner-Dyson statistics can be
tested within quantum mechanics and is used for checking if the quantum system of inter-
est is nonintegrable. For example, Santos and Rigol have shown, in one-dimensional models
of hard-core bosons and spinless fermions, that the distribution of the energy level spacings
changes from the Poisson distribution to the Wigner-Dyson one as we increase the integra-
bility breaking interaction.It has been shown that thermalization occurs in such systems that
the Wigner-Dyson distribution appears [60].
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Figure A.1: The histograms of the normalized energy level spacings of the Hamilto-
nian (4.16). The dotted and dashed curves represent the Poisson p(s) = e s and the
Wigner-Dyson (A.1) distributions, respectively. The data show better consistency
with the latter.
We have confirmed that our Hamiltonian (4.16) gives the Wigner-Dyson statistics for the
range of u used in the numerical experiments. Figure A.1 shows the histograms of the normal-
ized level spacings at L = 24 for all the values u used in Chapter 4. For any u, the histograms
are well described by the Wigner-Dyson distributions.
We describe the concrete procedure to obtain Fig. (A.1) before motivating each step. Fol-
lowing Ref. [98], we discard the two edges of the spectrum by 20% each and denote the re-
maining set of eigenvalues by fngd 1n=0, which are arranged in an ascending order. Since there
is no degeneracy in our model, the map n! n is strictly monotonically increasing. Thus, we
define the inverse map denoted by N() that is only defined at  = n (n = 0; 1; : : : ; d   1).
Then, the least square fit with the 11th-order polynomial f() =
P11
r=0 ar
r has been done for
N() by GNUPLOT5.0. Then, we define sn = f(n+1)   f(n) (n = 0; 1; : : : ; d   2), whose
histogram is depicted in Fig. A.1.
We now motivate each step. First, truncating the two edges of the spectrum makes the
result clearer because the fluctuations of the energy level spacings are large there. Second,
transforming fngd 1n=0 into ff(n)gd 1n=0 amounts to a normalization of fngd 1n=0 so that the local
average spacings are uniform in a wide range of the spectrum. If we directly analyzed the level
spacings n+1   n, it would become systematically smaller in the middle of the spectrum
where the density of states reaches the maximum, and we could not treat different portions of
the spectrum at the same time. We have confirmed that changing the truncation ratio by 5%
and the degree of the polynomial to the 13th in the fitting function do not qualitatively affect
Fig. (A.1).
Appendix B
Statistical methods
This appendix supplements the concrete procedure which is used in Chapter 4. In Sec. B.1,
we show how we have assigned the error bar to the root mean square of hO^iDE   hO^iME ob-
tained for various initial states. In Sec. B.2, we describe how we have conducted the weighted
nonlinear least squares (NLLS) fittings and obtained the confidence intervals.
B.1 Estimation error of RMS
For convenience, we consider the mean square (MS) instead of the root mean square (RMS).
The latter is obtained by taking the square root of the former.
Let us denote by fxigni=1 the set of hO^iDE   hO^iME obtained for each of the initial states
for a given system size and a quench magnitude uf, where n is the total number of the initial
state. Then we define the MS by
MS M2 + V; (B.1)
whereM and V denote, respectively, the sample mean and the sample variance of the data:
M  1
n
nX
i=1
xi; (B.2)
V  1
n  1
nX
i=1
(xi  M)2: (B.3)
The philosophy behind those definitions is the unbiased estimation of a virtual population,
from which our samples fxigni=1 were taken. The virtual population would be something
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like a Gaussian distribution, a skewed Gaussian distribution, or something else, depending
on the observable of interest as shown in Fig. (4.1)(b) and (d). For smaller system sizes, we
suppose similar populations, which look rather obscure due to the small numbers of available
samples. The definitions (B.1), (B.2), and (B.3), have been introduced with the idea that we
estimate the MS of the virtual population unbiasedly. Let  and 2 be the mean and variance
of the population. Then the MS of the population is equal to 2 + 2. Equations (B.2) and
(B.3) are the unbiased estimations for  and 2, which lead to Eq. (B.1). Rigorously speaking,
the unbiasedness of estimators are expressed in terms of random variables X1; X2; : : : ; Xn,
which are independent and identically distributed and have the common mean and variance,
 and 2. Namely, we regard fxigni=1 as one realization of the set of n random variables
even though more than one realization can never be obtained in reality. The functions of the
random variables,
est(fXig)  1
n
nX
i=1
Xi (B.4)
and
2est(fXig) 
1
n  1
nX
i=1
[Xi   est(fXig)]2 (B.5)
are the unbiased estimators for  and 2, respectively, in the sense that
hest(fXig)i =  and


2est(fXig)

= 2 (B.6)
where h  i denotes the statistical averages over X1; X2; : : : ; Xn. Following these ideas, we
have introduced the definitions (B.2) and (B.3) that correspond to Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5).
The estimations of  and 2 are done unbiasedly but, of course, probabilistically distribute
around  and 2, respectively. We evaluate these estimation errors by the variances


[est(fXig)  ]2

=
2
n
(B.7)
and D
2est(fXig)  2
2E
=
1
n


(Xj   )4
  n  3
n(n  1)
4; (B.8)
respectively. We note that these variances are represented by the second and fourth moments
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of the virtual population and thus have to be estimated from our data fxigni=1.
The estimation of the right-hand side of Eq. (B.7) has already been done by Eq. (B.5). Thus
we assign the estimation error ofM as
variance ofM = V
n
: (B.9)
The estimation of the right-hand side of Eq. (B.8) requires us to estimate the fourthmoment
of the virtual pupulation. We introduce a trial estimator
!est(fXig)  1
n
X
i
[Xi   est(fXig)]4 : (B.10)
A tedious calculation leads to
h!est(fXig)i = (n  1)(n
2   3n+ 3)
n3


(Xj   )4

+
3(n  1)(2n  3)
n3
4: (B.11)
Although the trial estimator (B.10) is biased, the bias can be “calibrated”. Namely, combining
Eqs. (B.8) and (B.11) and eliminating h(Xj   )4i, we obtainD
2est(fXig)  2
2E
=
1
(n  1)(n2   3n+ 3)

n2 h!est(fXig)i   (n2   3)4

: (B.12)
Thus we assign the estimation error of V as
variance of V = 1
(n  1)(n2   3n+ 3)
"
n
nX
i=1
(xi  M)4   (n2   3)V 2
#
 W: (B.13)
Finally, the estimation error of the MS (B.1) is assigned through the chain rule of error
propagation:
Variance of MS = 4M2V
n
+W  ~V : (B.14)
For example, in Fig. 4.2(a), the data points show the square root of Eq. (B.1) and the error bars
ranging from the square root of (MS  ~V )1=2 to that of (MS+ ~V )1=2.
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B.2 Nonlinear least squares fit
Here we describe how we have fitted the data given in Fig. 4.2(a) and extracted the exponent
with the confidence interval. Let us denote by f(xi; yi)gni=1 the data to be fitted by a function
f(x), where i labels each data, n is the total number of the data, and f(x) contains some
fitting parameters. We assume that each yi is accompanied by its variance 2i . For our data in
Fig. 4.2(a), we have 4 (= n) data, x1 = 200, x2 = 1026, x3 = 5537, and x4 = 30624, and yi and
2i are obtained by Eqs. (B.1) and (B.14), respectively. We have fitted these data by f(x) = axb
with two fitting parameters a and b.
We determine the best sets of the parameters a and b to minimize
2(a; b) =
nX
i=1
1
2i
(yi   axbi)2; (B.15)
which is the method of maximum likelihood for Gaussian variables [99]. We assume that each
of our data fyig4i=1 obeys a Gaussian distribution since they consist of many data1.
The minimization about a is analytically performed since Eq. (B.15) is quadratic with re-
spect to the parameter. Namely, we have
~2(b) = min
a
2(a; b) = 2(a; b) =
X
i
y2i
2i
 
(
P
i
yix
b
i
2i
)2P
i
x2bi
2i
;
0@a =
P
i
yix
b
i
2iP
i
x2bi
2i
1A : (B.16)
The minimization of b has been numerically done by solving
d
db
~2(b)

b=b
= 0 (B.17)
with Newton’s method.
The confidence interval of b is obtained by assuming that ~2(b)   ~2(b) obeys the chi-
squared distribution with one degree of freedom [100]. To obtain the 95% confidence interval,
for example, we find b+ and b  (b  < b+) such that ~2(b)  ~2(b) = 7:87944. Then, the 95%
confidence interval is obtained as [b ; b+].
Finally, we divide b; b+, and b  by two to obtain the exponent and its confidence interval
in the power-law decay of the RMS since it is obtained from the MS as its square root.
1 We would expect that each yi obeys the chi-squared distribution, which is approximated by the Gaussian
distribution when the degrees of freedom are large.
Appendix C
Mathematical details for the d-entropy
increase
In this Appendix, mathematical details for the results shown in Sec. 5.3 are supplemented.
In Sec. C.1.1, we show two lemmas to prove Theorems 3 and 4 presented in Sec. 5.3.2. In
Sections C.1.2 and C.1.3, we prove Theorems 3 and 4, respectively. Then we show, in Sec. C.2,
that R is, under Assumption 3 in Sec 5.3.3, exponentially small in the number of sites. For the
sake of simplicity, we set the Planck and Boltzmann constants, ~ and kB , to unity throughout
Appendix.
C.1 Proofs of Theorems
Without loss of generality, we assume n > 0 in the following discussion, where
n 
X
k
jUnkj20kk: (C.1)
This is because n such that n = 0 does not contribute to the d-entropy after the operation
which is given by
S 0()   
X
n
0nn() ln 
0
nn(); (C.2)
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where
0nn() =
X
k;l
UnkU

nle
 i(Ek El)0kl (C.3)
and  denotes the time at which the external operation is performed. To see this fact, let us
suppose that n vanishes for an n. Then, Eq. (C.1) implies that Unk = 0 or 0kk = 0 holds for
all k. Here we note that, if 0kk = 0, then 0kl = 0 for all l because
j0klj2  0kk0ll; (C.4)
follows from the fact that the density matrix ^0 is positive-semidefinite1. Thus it follows from
Eq. (C.3) that 0nn() = 0 for all  and this does not contribute to Eq. (C.2). In the following
discussion, we hence assume that n > 0 without loss of generality.
C.1.1 Lemmas to prove Theorem 3, 4 and 5
Here we show two useful lemmas to prove Theorems 3 and 4 presented in Sec. 5.3.2 and
Theorem 5 stated in Sec. C.2 below. Lemma 2 evaluates the long-time averages of 0nn() and
its correlation over  and Lemma 3 gives upper bounds on the correlation.
Lemma 2.
0nn() = n; (C.5)
0mm()0nn() = mn + mn; (C.6)
where
mn 
X
k;l
k 6=l
UmkU

mlU

nkUnlj0klj2: (C.7)
1R. A. Horn and C. R. Johnson, Matrix Analysis (Cambridge University Press, 1990), pp. 398.
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Proof. From Eq. (C.3), the left-hand sides of Eqs. (C.5) and (C.6) read
0nn() =
X
k;l
UnkU

nle
 i(Ek El)0kl; (C.8)
0mm()0nn() =
X
i;j;k;l
UmiU

mjU

nkUnle
 i(Ei Ej Ek+El)0ij(
0
kl)
: (C.9)
Assumption 2 stated in Sec. 5.3.1 leads to
e i(Ek El) = kl; (C.10)
e i(Ei Ej Ek+El) = ijkl + ikjl   ijjkkl: (C.11)
Substituting Eq (C.10) into Eq. (C.8), we obtain Eq. (C.5). Meanwhile, with Eq (C.11) substituted
into Eq. (C.9), the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.11) gives mn and the other two
terms give mn. Thus, we have obtained Eq. (C.6).
Lemma 3.
mn  ~mn  mn; (C.12)
where
~mn 
X
k;l
UmkU

mlU

nkUnlj0klj2: (C.13)
Proof. Firstly, the inequality mn  ~mn follows from ~mn  mn =
P
k jUmkj2jUnkj2(0kk)2 
0.
Secondly, we prove the inequality ~mn  mn. We note that
~mn =
1
2
X
k;l
(UmkU

mlU

nkUnl + c.c.)j0klj2 (C.14)
and
UmkU

mlU

nkUnl + c.c.  jUmkj2jUnlj2 + jUmlj2jUnkj2; (C.15)
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which follows from jUmkUnl   UmlUnkj2  0. Then we obtain, from (C.14) and (C.15),
~mn  1
2
X
k;l
(jUmkj2jUnlj2 + jUmlj2jUnkj2)j0klj2 (C.16)

X
k;l
jUmkj2jUnlj20kk0ll (C.17)
= mn; (C.18)
where we used (C.4) to obtain (C.18).
C.1.2 Proof of Theorem 3
We begin by showing the following lemma to prove Theorem 3.
Lemma 4. LetD be an arbitrary positive integer and fpng and fqng be sets ofD real numbers
satisfying pn  0 and qn > 0 for n = 1; 2; : : : ; D and
P
n pn =
P
n qn = 1. Then, the
following inequalities hold:
0 
X
n
pn ln
pn
qn

X
n
p2n
qn
  1: (C.19)
Proof. This lemma follows if we have
pn   qn  pn ln pn
qn
 p
2
n
qn
  pn; (C.20)
because (C.20) reduces to (C.19) when summed over n. The proof of (C.20) is as follows. Since
(C.20) trivially holds for pn = 0, we assume pn > 0. We note that lnx  x  1 holds for any
x > 0. Substituting pn=qn and qn=pn for x, we obtain 1  qnpn  ln pnqn  pnqn  1, which becomes
(C.20) when multiplied by pn > 0.
Now we prove Theorem 3 by invoking Lemma 4.
Proof of Theorem 3. We substitute f0nn()g and fng for fpng and fqng, respectively, in Lemma 4,
obtaining
0   
X
n
0nn() lnn   S 0() 
X
n
0nn()
2
n
  1; (C.21)
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where we used Eq. (C.2). By taking the long-time average of each side of (C.21) and using
Eq. (C.5), we have
0  S 0DE   S 0() 
X
n
0nn()2
n
  1; (C.22)
where S 0DE   
P
n n lnn. Here we note that the inequality 0nn()2  22n is obtained by
Lemmas 2 and 3. Substituting this inequality into (C.22) and using
P
n n = 1, we obtain
0  S 0DE   S 0()  1: (C.23)
Finally, we discuss the two equality conditions in (C.23). The equality on the right-hand
side of (C.23) never holds since, the equality contradicts our assumption n > 0. In fact, the
equality implies that nn = 2n for any n, or
P
k jUnkj4(0kk)2 = 0, and hence n = 0 for any
n. The equality for the inequality on the left-hand side of Eq (C.23) holds, for example, if the
initial state ^0 is diagonal in the eigenbasis of H^ or if the transitionmatrixUmn is diagonal.
We point out that the term in the middle of (C.19) is known as the relative entropy or the
Kullback-Leibler divergence:
DKL(fpngjjfqng) 
X
n
pn ln(pn=qn): (C.24)
Thus, we have
DKL(f0nn()gjjfng) = S 0DE   S 0(): (C.25)
C.1.3 Proof of Theorem 4
We begin by showing the following lemma.
Lemma 5.
[S 0()  S 0DE]2  2S 0DE +R; (C.26)
where
R 
X
m;n
mn lnm lnn: (C.27)
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Proof. From the inequality on the left-hand side in (C.21), we haveS 0()   Pn 0nn() lnn.
Since S 0() is non-negative by definition, we have S 0()2 Pm;n 0mm()0nn() lnm lnn.
Using Lemmas 2 and 3, we have
S 0()2 
X
m;n
0mm()0nn() lnm lnn  (S 0DE)2 +R: (C.28)
Finally, we obtain, by using (C.23) and (C.28),
[S 0()  S 0DE]2 = S 0()2   2S 0()S 0DE + (S 0DE)2 (C.29)
 2S 0DE +R: (C.30)
Next, we show the following lemma, which is akin to Chebyshev’s inequality.
Lemma 6.
Prob [jS 0DE   S 0()j  C] 
[S 0()  S 0DE]2
C2
; (C.31)
where C is an arbitrary positive number.
Proof. We define
() 
8<:1 for jS 0DE   S 0()j  C;0 for jS 0DE   S 0()j < C; (C.32)
which satisfies
()  [S
0
DE   S 0()]2
C2
: (C.33)
Taking the long-time averages of both sides of (C.33), we obtain (C.31).
Proof of Theorem 4. From Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 with C = S2=30 , we have
Prob
h
jS 0DE   S 0()j  S2=30
i
 2S
0
DE
S
4=3
0
+
R
S
4=3
0
: (C.34)
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Then, we obtain
1  2S
0
DE
S
4=3
0
  R
S
4=3
0
 Prob
h
jS 0DE   S 0()j < S2=30
i
= Prob
h
S 0DE   S2=30 < S 0() < S 0DE + S2=30
i
 Prob
h
S 0DE   S2=30 < S 0()
i
 Prob
h
S0   S2=30 < S 0()
i
; (C.35)
where we used S0  S 0DE to obtain the last inequality.
C.2 The exponential smallness of R
In this section, we prove thatR is exponentially small inN , or the number of sites of the lattice
system if Assumption 2 introduced in Sec. 5.3.3 is satisfied, which dictates that an effective
dimension is exponentially large in N :
Deff 
"X
n
(0nn)
2
# 1
= eO(N): (C.36)
This result is a consequence of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.
R  5(lnD)
2
D
1=2
eff
+
8(lnD)2
D
+
4(lnD)2
D2
(C.37)
holds for any integer D ( 2).
We note that Theorem 5 ensures, together with Eq. (C.36) and D = dN , that R is expo-
nentially small in N .
Proof. We note that Lemma 3 ensures that
R  ~R 
X
m;n
~mn lnm lnn: (C.38)
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Thus it is sufficient to prove Theorem 5 for ~R instead of R. We separate ~R into two parts as
~R =
X
(m;n)2AnB
~mn lnm lnn +
X
(m;n)2B
~mn lnm lnn; (C.39)
where the sets of indices, A and B, are defined as
A  f(m;n) 2 f1; : : : ; Dg  f1; : : : ; Dgg; (C.40)
B  f(m;n) 2 A j D 1=2eff mn  ~mn  mng: (C.41)
Here we note that ~mn  D 1=2eff mn holds for (m;n) 2 A n B because Lemma 3 ensures
~mn  mn for any (m;n) 2 A. Then the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.39) is
bounded from above asX
(m;n)2AnB
~mn lnm lnn  D 1=2eff
X
(m;n)2AnB
mn lnm lnn (C.42)
 D 1=2eff
X
(m;n)2A
mn lnm lnn (C.43)
= D
 1=2
eff S
02
DE (C.44)
 D 1=2eff (lnD)2: (C.45)
Here we used S 0DE  lnD in deriving the last inequality. Now the second term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (C.39) is bounded from above asX
(m;n)2B
~mn lnm lnn 
X
(m;n)2B
mn lnm lnn: (C.46)
We define three subsets of B as
B1 = f(m;n) 2 B j m  D 2 and n  D 2g; (C.47)
B2 = f(m;n) 2 B j m  D 2 and n < D 2g; (C.48)
B3 = f(m;n) 2 B j m < D 2 and n < D 2g; (C.49)
and accordingly separate
P
(m;n)2B mn lnm lnn into three parts ~R1 + 2 ~R2 + ~R3, where
~R 
X
(m;n)2B
mn lnm lnn ( = 1; 2; 3): (C.50)
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Then,
~R  D 1=2eff (lnD)2 + ~R1 + 2 ~R2 + ~R3: (C.51)
We give upper bounds for each ~R ( = 1; 2; 3).
First, since lnm lnn  4(lnD)2 for (m;n) 2 B1, we have
~R1  4(lnD)2
X
(m;n)2B1
mn  4D 1=2eff (lnD)2; (C.52)
where the last inequality holds if the following inequality is satisfied:X
(m;n)2B
mn  D 1=2eff : (C.53)
To show this, we sum D 1=2eff mn  ~mn overm and n such that (m;n) 2 B, obtaining
D
 1=2
eff
X
(m;n)2B
mn 
X
(m;n)2B
~mn 
X
m;n
~mn = D
 1
eff ; (C.54)
where the last equality follows from
P
m UmkU

ml = kl. Multiplying (C.54) byD
1=2
eff , we obtain
(C.53).
Second, noting that  n lnn  2D 2 lnD since n < D 2  4, we have
~R2  4(lnD)
2
D2
X
(m;n)2B2
m  4(lnD)
2
D2
X
(m;n)2A
m =
4(lnD)2
D
: (C.55)
Finally, as we did for ~R2, we have
~R3  4(lnD)
2
D4
X
(m;n)2B3
1  4(lnD)
2
D4
X
(m;n)2A
1 =
4(lnD)2
D2
: (C.56)
Combining (C.38) (C.51), (C.52), (C.55), and (C.56), we eventually obtain (C.37).
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C.3 Derivation of the universal constant
In this section, we derive
S 0DE   S 0() = 1   (C.57)
for a pure state when a unitary external operation causes numerous transitions between en-
ergy eigenstates.
Let j	0i be the pure initial state. Correspondingly, we have ^0 = j	0i h	0j.
Introducing the expansion coefficients cn  hEnj	0i in the energy eigenbasis, we have
0mn = cmc

n: (C.58)
The separability of the two indices,m and n, on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.58) is one of the
characteristics of a pure state, which plays a crucial role in deriving the universal constant,
1  .
C.3.1 Moments of the population of each eigenstate after the opera-
tion
Here we discuss the statistical properties of the population of each eigenstate, 0nn(), with 
obeys a uniform distribution. We calculate any order of the moments and show that it obeys
an exponential distribution.
Let us analyze the moment of the k-th order:
[0nn()]k =
X
m1;:::;mk
l1;:::;lk
"
kY
j=1
UnmjU

nlj
cmjc

lj
#
e i(
Pk
j=1 Emj 
Pk
j=1 Elj) : (C.59)
To calculate the long-time average on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.59), we make the following
assumption in addition to Assumption 2.
Assumption 4. For k  3, e i(
Pk
j=1 Emj 
Pk
j=1 Elj) equals 1 if fmjgkj=1 is obtained by a per-
mutation of fljgkj=1 and otherwise 0.
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Assumption 4 leads to a generalization of Eq. (C.11), which is
e i(
Pk
j=1 Emj 
Pk
j=1 Elj) =
X
2Sk
kY
j=1
mj l(j) + (corrections); (C.60)
where Sk is the symmetric group of order k and “corrections” stand for compensations for
multiple counting, which involve more Kronecker’s deltas than the first term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (C.60).
We emphasize that if there are numerous transitions between energy eigenstates, “cor-
rections” can be ignored when Eq. (C.60) is substituted into the right-hand side of Eq. (C.59).
This is because the contributions from “corrections” are smaller roughly by a factor of Qn P
m (jUnmj2jcmj2)2 =2n than that from the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.60),
wheren =
P
m jUnmj2jcmj2. HereQ 1n implies an effective number ofm such that jUnmj2jcmj2
does not vanish, which is quite large when there are numerous transitions between energy
eigenstates and jUnmj2 spreads over manym for a given n.
Substituting Eq. (C.60) with “corrections” ignored into Eq. (C.59), we obtain
[0nn()]k = k!
k
n: (C.61)
Equation (C.61) means that 0nn() obeys an exponential distribution
Prob[Mn  0nn() Mn + dMn]
=
e Mn=n
n
dMn (Mn  0); (C.62)
whose mean and variance are given by n and 2n, respectively.
C.3.2 Average of the entropy after the operation
In our approximation, the long-time average of S 0() is obtained by taking the average over
the exponential distribution [Eq. (C.62)]:
S 0() =  
X
n
Z 1
0
Mn lnMn
e Mn=n
n
dMn: (C.63)
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This integration can be analytically performed to give
S 0() =  
X
n
n lnn +    1
= S 0DE +    1; (C.64)
where  is Euler’s constant. It is noteworthy that the constant    1 does not depend on the
details of the system and the operation, whereas S 0DE does.
Finally, we provide yet another derivation of the universal constant   1 by invoking the
so-called replica trick [101]. This derivation makes it clear that the universal constant    1
originates from the factorial k! in Eq. (C.61), or, equivalently, from the quantum coherence
between energy eigenstates. The replica trick relies on the analytic continuation of Eq. (C.61)
to k = 0:
S 0() =  
X
n
lim
k!0
0nn()k+1   0nn()
k
=  
X
n
lim
k!0
 (k + 2)k+1n   n
k
=  
X
n
n lnn +    1; (C.65)
where we have used  0(2) = 1   to obtain the last equality. It is clear from this derivation
that the universal constant arises from k! =  (k + 1).
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